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What's new?
Fixed automatic update of client program.
Please review the history of changes.
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History of changes
[+]
[-]
[*]
[!]

New
Bug fixed
Bug fixed and/or improvements applied
Important! Pay attention

--- Version 4.66 (2019/July/19) --[-] Fixed automatic update of client program
--- Version 4.65 (2019/July/18) --[+] Possibility to disable locking of VR helmet
[*] Manual describes how to setup PDU NetPing 8
--- Version 4.64 (2019/June/25) --[+] Configure program and folder exceptions when automatically closing
programs when time out
[+] Possibility to change client settings password from the program of
changing client settings
--- Version 4.63 (2019/June/23) --[*] Deny transferring part of time when pricing block payment now also
works in night mode
--- Version 4.62 (2019/May/19) --[+] Possibility to disable (and enable) windows registry restrictions for
setting up client computer by operator
--- Version 4.61 (2019/May/11) --[*] Fixed showing of moved free of charge minutes in main report
[*] Fixed moving of minutes to busy computer (report showed moving to
computer 0)
[*] After moving part of free of charge minutes they show up as free of
charge
--- Version 4.60 (2019/May/02) --[+] Possibility to allow time mode for regular clients only
[*] VR helmet lock was not working when client started as service (using
current user startup only)
--- Version 4.59 (2019/March/19) --[+] Possibility to deny changing seat for customer
[+] Possibility to deny timer mode or allow it for regular client using
free-of-charge group
--- Version 4.58 (2019/March/09) --[+] Regular client from free of charge group may start and finish work
himself
--- Version 4.57 (2019/March/01) --[*] Improved algorithm of choosing pricing blocks
[*] Fixed approval of stopping timer by customer
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--- Version 4.56 (2019/February/21) --[+] Log out from mail.ru game center when paid time is out
--- Version 4.55 (2019/February/15) --[!] Fixed algorithm of calculating end of working session when database
corrupted
--- Version 4.54 (2019/February/14) --[+] Possibility for customer to order additional services using customer
control panel
--- Version 4.53 (2019/February/03) --[*] Improved software stability by processing program crash reports
--- Version 4.52 (2019/February/01) --[+] VR headset blocking
--- Version 4.51 (2019/January/28) --[+] Cash accounts and shows debt separately
[*] Cosmetic interface changes of time for customization
--- Version 4.50 (2019/January/25) --[-] Improved reports stability by investigating provided crash report by
client
--- Version 4.49 (2019/January/23) --[-] When stopping work using customer control panel there was a chance to
adjust customer balance twice
[-] Report refresh button in review report program was not behaving
correctly
--- Version 4.48 (2019/January/04) --[+] Program creates a security note when client program was closed using
admin password
[-] Program used wrong client computer number (smaller by 1) when had
created security notes on inserting USB devices
--- Version 4.47 (2018/November/17) --[*] Fixed error when after resetting forgotten password, program complained
on SNMP settings error
--- Version 4.46 (2018/July/09) --[*] Possibility to enable "Time out" status usage even when there is no
debt at the end of the working session
--- Version 4.45 (2018/June/18) --[-] Described how to configure the automatic log on to system (so computer
will not ask for password after reboot/sleep)
[*] "Time out" status shows up to client computers with remaining debt
only, otherwise it automatically becomes "Free"
--- Version 4.44 (2018/June/09) --© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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[-] Fixed displaying of customer control panel
[-] Client computer shutdown fixed
--- Version 4.43 (2018/June/04) --[*] License key system update
--- Version 4.42 (2018/June/01) --[+] Setting up of close Chrome, Steam and log out for all computers at once
in Security Settings of server program
[+] Close Steam, log out and log in into anonymous account
[*] Program stability significantly increased
[-] Customer control panel wasn't show up every time
[-] Fixed freezes of server program when finishing session using customer
control panel
[-] Fixed log out from Chrome accounts
--- Version 4.41 (2018/May/28) --[+] Close Chrome and delete Cookies file at the end customer session (log
out from facebook, etc...)
[+] Customer control panel displays spent time as hours and minutes
[+] Remaining time message in balance-timer mode additionally shows
remaining balance
[*] Voice signals were not working in balance-timer mode
[*] Mouse click by remaining time on the indicator shows remaining balance
in balance-timer mode
[*] "Remind 5 minutes prior to the end of paid time" wasn't always working
--- Version 4.40 (2018/May/26) --[+] Limit number of items available for additional service (selling POS
items, for example, 50 chocolate bars)
[+] Possibility for the customer to pay for the additional service at the
end of working session
--- Version 4.39 (2018/May/19) --[+] Program diagnostics window for monitoring network connection between
clients and server
[*] Removed legacy option in report view program
[*] Export of reports to text file wasn't working for some reports
[*] In case antivirus deleted client program, service will not run it
infinitely anymore
[*] Cleanup of old working shifts didn't work if you had more then 8 of
them
[*] Improved compatibility of embedded crypto miner with BattlEye
[*] Embedded miner that was stopped will not show the last speed anymore
(like it is still working)
[*] Embedded miner was working in parallel to programs whose name wasn't
detected
[*] Improved detection of process names in Windows 7 (like, Dota 2 game was
detected as empty string)
--- Version 4.38 (2018/May/12) --[+] When stopping work in user control panel the rest of balance minutes is
returned to customer in balance-min mode (before only in balance-timer
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mode)
[+] Fixed possibility to start new session for customer without asking
operator to press Stop
[+] Regular client administration window now has quick search by ID,
nickname, lastname.
[-] User control panel was not showing 4th and 5th lines on Windows XP and
7 (where cut)
--- Version 4.37 (2018/May/09) --[+] User control panel is now shown by default
[+] Deny changing tariffs (games/Internet) is now applied to user control
panel
[+] User control panel is now showing much more information
--- Version 4.36 (2018/April/30) --[+] Number of items in pricing blocks / auto-discounts is not limited
anymore (it was 24 before)
[+] Discount entered in indicator now applied in pricing blocks mode
[+] Possibility to rename tariff names (Games, Internet), currency name
[-] Mouse was not working when system had increased font size using window
on separate desktop mode
--- Version 4.35 (2018/April/21) --[+] Locking images can be applied in regular client login window
[*] Fixed entering of zero interval for changing locking images (when one
random should be shown and never change)
[*] Program normally shows up on computers with increased font size
(laptops with small display, but high screen resolution)
--- Version 4.34 (2018/April/14) --[+] Customer control panel added
[+] Сrypto currency mining during customers work
--- Version 4.33 (2018/April/09) --[*] English user manual translation completed
--- Version 4.32 (2018/April/07) --[*] Printer control fixes
[*] English user manual update
--[+]
and
[+]
[*]

Version 4.31 (2018/March/31) --Game consoles control allows setting SNMP values for switching power on
off
English version contains voice package translated to English
Restoring report from backup error was fixed

--- Version 4.30 (2018/March/25) --[*] User manual improvements
--- Version 4.29 (2018/March/10) --[+] Android application allows starting free work
[+] Statistics and additional services were added to email report as
attachment
© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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[!] Email reports completely converted to HTML, hopefully character
encoding problems should disappear
--- Version 4.28 (2018/March/10) --[*] Black process list is now processed on client
[*] Cosmetic changes of special client login window
--- Version 4.27 (2018/March/03) --[+] Client computer reservation
--- Version 4.26 (2018/February/27) --[+] Crypto currency mining when computers are locked instead of powering
them off
[*] Special client dialog automatically proposes "balance-min" when there
are balance minutes available
[-] Sending email with report should use correct text encoding
--- Version 4.25 (2018/February/04) --[+] Special client can start work himself by entering username/password on
client computer
[!] Client process viewer significantly improved
[*] Client process / screen view windows remember their positions
[-] Fixed bug with unlocking client using admin password in separate
desktop mode
--- Version 4.24 (2018/January/26) --[+] Possibility to launch executable when computer is locked
--- Version 4.23 (2017/November/23) --[-] First program startup using service
--- Version 4.22 (2017/November/18) --[+] Possibility of remote log off of remote client (useful with virtual
terminals)
--- Version 4.21 (2017/November/12) --[+] Added compatibility with virtual terminals (Aster for example)
--- Version 4.20 (2017/March/18) --[+] Requesting password before finish working session (when closing
program)
--- Version 4.19 (2016/December/02) --[+] Possibility to deny giving minutes from packet-minutes mode
[*] Return the rest shows minutes returned in report
--- Version 4.18 (2016/October/28) --[*] Locking desktop significantly improved
--- Version 4.17 (2016/October/14) --[+] Sending reports to E-Mail when closing session
--- Version 4.16 (2016/August/07) ---
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[+] Added balance-timer button for special client menu of operations
--- Version 4.15 (2015/September/23) --[*] Stability improved based on processing crash reports
--- Version 4.14 (2015/June/08) --[*] Time to cancel operation affects changing operation too
[*] Algorithm detecting server IP was improved (search through all network
adapters)
--- Version 4.13 (2015/April/27) --[+] Power management of remote devices (game console control)
--- Version 4.12 (2015/February/05) --[+] Left click on green network state squre of indicator opens remote
computer functions
[+] Left click on red network state squre of indicator sends wake on lan
command
[+] Right click on green network state squre of indicator opens remote
computer desktop
[*] Adjusted position of indicator headers
--- Version 4.11 (2015/January/03) --[+] Android-application able to reboot/shutdown clients
--- Version 4.10 (2014/December/24) --[+] Android-application able to observe client desktops
--- Version 4.09 (2014/November/29) --[+] Impossible to change seat from games to internet when it is denied to
change games/internet mode
[+] Program warns about wrong screen resolution, when license allow use
more computers
--- Version 4.08 (2014/July/01) --[+] Remote desktop monitor allows to switch between computers
--- Version 4.07 (2014/June/13) --[+] Possibility to deny timer mode usage
--- Version 4.06 (2014/May/12) --[-] Automatical locking of client program supports timer mode
--- Version 4.05 (2014/January/04) --[-] Program freeze fixed when pushing "Main report" and "Statistics"
--- Version 4.04 (2013/December/01) --[+] Automatical locking of client program after a given number of minutes
after a disconnection with server
[+] Added warning that winmgmt service is currently disabled in client
program setup
[*] Reworked network code for connection of server with clients

© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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--- Version 4.03 (2013/November/17) --[+] New "Cash" button that allows to observe current cash amount and take
money from it
--- Version 4.02 (2013/October/26) --[*] Stability improvements (printer control, reports)
[*] English manual updated
--- Version 4.01 (2013/August/26) --[*] Stability improvements
[*] English manual updated
--- Version 4.00 (2013/August/09) --[-] Fixed positioning of report view program
[+] Reworked English manual and localization (started conversion, not
complete yet)
--- Version 3.99 --[+] Statistics report shows last record first
[+] Statistics report useful hotkeys added (computer number, report
subtype)
[+] Report view program remembers its window position
--- Version 3.98 --[-] Improved program stability according to latest crash reports
--- Version 3.97 --[*] Tabs at the bottom-left part of screen are painted nicer
[*] Started reworking internal parts of program
--[+]
[-]
[*]
[*]

Version 3.96 --New client computer blocking method: window on separate desktop
Repaired automatic update of client parts
Improved compatibility with Shell
Improved Windows 8 support

--- Version 3.95 --[-] Improved program stability according to latest crash reports
--- Version 3.94 --[-] Fixed crash of client program when video adapter on motherboard is used
--- Version 3.93 --[+] Possibility to send program crash report
--- Version 3.92 --[-] Fixed corruption of payment round-off
--- Version 3.91 --[+] Remote application control using Android-device
[+] Open programming interface for extensions using XML-RPC
--- Version 3.90 ---
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[+] Improved program robustness from files corruption
[+] Fixed UI element positioning related to current Windows theme, screen
resolution
--- Version 3.89 --[+] Possibility to deny return the rest when packet payment
--- Version 3.88 --[+] Client protected from termination using task manager when started as
service
--- Version 3.87 --[*] Registry settings grouped within new control
--- Version 3.86 --[*] Fixed blocking of USB devices on Windows XP
[*] Fixed program crash when client number bigger then max used by server
--- Version 3.85 --[+] Possibility to split time and move part of it to some free computer
--- Version 3.84 --[+] Program shows MAC that was used to wake up remote computer
[*] Fixed determining of client computer MAC address
--- Version 3.83 --[*] Fixed compatibility with Dataram RAMDisk
--- Version 3.82 --[+] Return of the rest of money for packet payment mode was implemented
[*] Fixed algorithm of determining the name of active process that had
crashed client previously
--[+]
[*]
[*]

Version 3.81 --Special client referral system
Group discount fixed for timer mode
Moving the rest of time calculates fine, pause

--- Version 3.80 --[+] Critical error logging added
[+] Software tries to determine program that locked one of IP-ports used by
server/client part
[*] Improved mouse blocking
--- Version 3.79 --[+] Rest/spent time is shown using hours/minutes
--[+]
[+]
[-]

Version 3.78 --Possibility to block USB device connections
Possibility to get fee for unblocking USB device connections
Active process list wasn't working

--- Version 3.77 --© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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[*] Fixed crash on exit of client and server program
--[+]
[+]
[+]
[*]

Version 3.76 --Return remaining amount of balance-min
Column of balance is updated after the sale of cards
F12 closes window for additional services
Improved window of a return remaining amount and corresponding messages

--- Version 3.75 --[+] Additional services
[+] Additional services
[+] Additional services
computer
[+] Additional services

hotkey added (F12)
user button added
can be launched without selection of concrete
documentation describes convenient usage of hotkeys

--- Version 3.74 --[+] Improved installer compatibility with antiviruses (removed hookntqsi.
dll from installer)
--- Version 3.73 --[+] Fast special client selection using partial entering of his ID,
nickname, lastname
[+] Showing of special client balance (new dialog column)
[+] Program warns you when want to get money from special client and he has
balance minutes
--- Version 3.72 --[*] Client program shows splash images correctly after changing screen
resolution
[*] Client program will not minimize explorer.exe on Vista/7 x64 (icons
disappeared)
[*] Client/server program adds itself to windows firewall exceptions list
on Vista/7
--[+]
[+]
[*]

Version 3.71 --Two modes for using discount when entered sum of payment
Possibility to disable payment details window after time stop pressed
Swap disabled for edit discount entering windows bug fixed

--- Version 3.70 --[+] Program packers removed, antivirus software should not report fake
viruses
[*] Changed algorithm of entering payment using money with discount
--[+]
[+]
[*]

Version 3.69 --Possibility to return the rest of money after pause
Possibility to return the rest of money after fine
Fixed mode when payment at the end of the session

--- Version 3.68 --[+] Start of program under restricted user account described
--- Version 3.67 ---
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Pause mode, can be disabled in security parameters
Comma can be used in price in additional services
Program windows were improved, nice resizing
Statistics report bug fixed

--- Version 3.66 --[+] Possibility to restore wallpapers after pressing stop
--- Version 3.65 --[*] Export of main report to text file was fixed
[*] Default settings for new users of program were changed
--[+]
[+]
[-]
[-]

Version 3.64 --Ukrainian voice files added
Inet.bat logic protection from disconnecting network cable hint
Crash on double click on group when editing client groups fixed
Custom indicator minutes load on startup bug fixed

--- Version 3.63 --[+] Added dialog for editing custom indicator minutes list
[+] Security settings tabs rearranged
--- Version 3.62 --[+] Client time reminder font size selection
--- Version 3.61 --[+] Sound volume control of client computers in Windows Vista/7
--- Version 3.60 --[+] Automatic checking of client computers hardware after adding/stopping
time
[+] Program automation (COM interface)
--[+]
[+]
[-]

Version 3.59 --Possibility to round or not to round additional services
Denied return of rest in packet payment mode
Blocking images selection dialog corrected for Windows 7

--- Version 3.58 --[*] Client part of program setup improved (SetupClient2.exe)
--[+]
[+]
[-]

Version 3.57 --Possibility to show used traffic, even when payment sum is zero
Windows Server 2008 compatibility
Program was crashed when server computer hasn't sound card

--- Version 3.56 --[+] Possibility to enter number of first free of charge megabytes in
traffic control
[*] Traffic for current session by default
--- Version 3.55 --[+] Stop timer under some conditions didn't show pay sum on screen
© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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--- Version 3.54 --[+] Possibility to show rental agreement to client
--- Version 3.53 --[+] Total sum and the same window for time and traffic payment
--- Version 3.52 --[+] Optimized for screen resolution 1360x768 (some 19inch screens)
[*] Removed discount show from report for balance users
--- Version 3.51 --[+] Indicator shows payment at the end with blue color rectangle
[*] Additional services corrected/improved
--[+]
[+]
[*]
[*]

Version 3.50 --Automatic re-try of getting traffic counters in dialogs
Possibility to cancel operation that is paid at the end of work
Traffic control bugs fixed
Interface improvements

--- Version 3.49 --[+] Autorebate bug fixed
--[+]
[+]
[+]
[*]

Version 3.48 --Autorebate separated for games and internet
Packet prices for games and internet
Control through internet, main report improved
Control through internet errors fixed, now it is stable

--- Version 3.47 --[+] Traffic payment strategy selection
--- Version 3.46 --[+] Possibility to select reports accessible by club owner and
administrators
[+] Shutdown/restart all computers with new popup menu
--- Version 3.45 --[!] Windows 98/ME/NT4 are no longer supported
--- Version 3.44 --[*] Payment rounding was corrected
--- Version 3.43 --[*] User account control compatibility. Windows 7 compatibility checked
--- Version 3.42 --[-] It was possible to select special client using double click when
password protected mode enabled
--- Version 3.41 --[+] Statistics filter "special clients"
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[+] Special client can type password by himself before start of session
[+] Bug of custom name of currency when non-latin characters
--- Version 3.40 --[+] Possibility to watch special client ID in control through the Internet
--- Version 3.39 --[+] Traffic counter watching during current session of the user
--[+]
[-]
[-]
[-]

Version 3.38 --List of computers that don't need to be shutdown automatically
Additional services edit error corrected
Error in statistics when return the rest
Automatically computers shutdown when swap seats corrected

--- Version 3.37 --[+] Possibility to block 'Run' button, when loading files in Internet
Explorer
[+] Possibility to automatically do shutdown of free PC's
[+] Showing of configurations of all PC's
--- Version 3.36 --[+] Additional services editing blocking
--[+]
[+]
[+]

Version 3.35 --Wide screen resolution 1440 x 900 is supported now (up to 42 computers)
Possibility to remind client about time left at any time
Possibility to setup hotkey for client to remind him about time left

--- Version 3.34 --[+] Program can be paid in Euro currency now
--[+]
[+]
[+]

Version 3.33 --Client hardware control (HDD, video adapter, CPU, RAM)
Possibility to not send 'min' word in reminder on stayed time
Possibility to setup minimal sum of return of rest of the money

--- Version 3.32 --[-] Lock program button bug fixed
--- Version 3.31 --[+] User button "kill all active processes on all PC's"
[+] User button "switch on all PC's"
[+] Possibility to switch on the client PC (that supports wake-on-lan
feature)
[+] Possibility to hide program from task manager in case of disabling DEP
[*] Timer stop and traffic counter stop now are at the same time
[-] Automation tick bug "shutdown PC on stop"
--- Version 3.30 --[+] User buttons panel added
--- Version 3.29 --© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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[*] Blocking of client part when started as service in Vista fixed
[*] Hiding of client part was switched off in Vista
[*] Traffic counter installation manual was updated for Vista
--- Version 3.28 --[+] Last paid sum can be watched by client for a given period of time
[+] Last paid sum can be watched by administrator
--- Version 3.27 --[*] Algorithms between server and client parts of the program were
optimized
--- Version 3.26 --[+] Return of the rest duplicates sum of payment in the time entering
window
[*] Windows Vista correctly shows button for information about user of the
program
--- Version 3.25 --[+] User can spend fixed number of minutes from his balance
[*] Warning window added when two client computers selected same computer
number
--[+]
[*]
[*]

Version 3.24 --Possibility to not account network traffic in games mode
Double click client name selects client and opens operation dialog
Possibility to cancel operation if can't acquire network traffic state

--- Version 3.23 --[+] Every special client can have a balance of game and Internet minutes
(cards selling)
--- Version 3.22 --[+] Possibility to deny groups adding/editing
[-] Save/restore reports bug fixed
--- Version 3.21 --[+] Histogram of rating of popularity of used client processes
[+] Possibility to hide Client2.exe (or its path) from client process usage
statistics
[*] Control of the printers - DMCS spooler format support
--- Version 3.20 --[+] Possibility to switch off traffic control for some computers
[*] Control of the printers - ZIMF RAW spooler format support
--- Version 3.19 --[+] Control of inserting/extracting USB devices by clients
[*] Control of the printers - EMF, PJL, ZIMF spooler format support
--- Version 3.18 --[+] Desktop of the administrator can be viewed in control over Internet
[+] Connection with clients indicator functionality extended
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[-] Control of the printers bug fixed (number of copies was not taken into
account)
--- Version 3.17 --[+] New report - used client processes, including rating of popularity
[-] Control of the printers bug fixed
--[+]
are
[+]
[*]

Version 3.16 --New report viewer restriction: "Statistics, main and security report
accessible only"
Interface improvements
Control of the printers improved (support of new printers added)

--- Version 3.15 --[+] Control of the printers
--- Version 3.14 --[+] Traffic control
--- Version 3.13 --[+] Interface improvements. Special client windows look nicer.
--- Version 3.12 --[+] Main report was improved
[*] Minimal number of minutes in timer mode bug was fixed
--- Version 3.11 --[+] New format of russian documentation
--- Version 3.10 --[+] Interface improved
[*] Buttons with images are shown withour errors using all operation
systems
[*] Network protocols were improved
--[+]
[+]
[*]
[*]
[*]

Version 3.09 --Enhanced halfnight mode settings
Windows XP visual styles support
Nice icons were added to dialogs
Network protocol was improved
Memory leak fixed when observing remote client desktops

--- Version 3.08 --[+] Automatic port opening in the Windows Firewall
[*] Client sound volume control fixed (it was not working on some PC)
--- Version 3.07 --[+] Option added "Halfnight mode is finished exactly at the end of the
first and the second half of the night"
[*] Auto-entering of the session name accepts non-English characters
[*] Entering the number of minutes logic was improved (when the computer is
in the timer mode)

© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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--- Version 3.06 --[+] Possibility to use minimum number of minutes to pay in timer mode
[+] Additional statistics filters (technical, free of charge time,
connection with clients, notes in report)
[+] Possibility to grant for a given group of special clients free of
charge work automatically
[+] Convenient dialog for displaying the list of the modules that are used
by process
[*] Automatical switching off of the free of charge timer doesn't show
looped message any more
--[+]
[+]
[*]

Version 3.05 --Detection of the 'cdhack' usage in the Half-Life game (hl.exe)
Process viewer improved, modules of the process viewer added
Localization bug fixed when using base of special clients

--- Version 3.04 --[+] You can select from 2 types of statistics (full and financial only)
[+] Timer is automatically switched off when the limit of free-of-charge
time is out
[+] You can start the timer mode after other timer mode, old payment sum
will be added to debt
[+] You can start with given number of minutes after the timer mode, old
payment sum will be added to debt
[*] A discount for the special clients was not worked in the timer mode,
when time was entered using money
[*] Timer showed not correct time on the screen on some special conditions
--- Version 3.03 --[+] Possibility to change the currency name that is used in the program
[*] Server part hangs were fixed when the client part had been incorrectly
installed
--- Version 3.02 --[+] You can save screenshots of client desktop
[+] Possibility to do a clicks and double clicks in the monitoring of
client desktops
[-] Fixed a bug when the program was crashed in the special clients photo
selection dialog
--- Version 3.01 --[+] You can see remote desktops of client computers using control through
Internet
[+] Adjusting of sound volume of client computers and its automation
[*] It is possible to use reminding sound in voice version of program too,
also you can disable reminding sound at all
--[+]
[+]
[+]

Version 3.00 --Automatic configuration of client parts of the program
Monitoring of remote desktops of client computers
Information about the owner of the copy of program

--- Version 2.32 ---
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[+] Compatibility of client part with antivirus NOD32
[*] Error was corrected in the module 'control through the Internet'
--[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]

Version 2.31 --Possibility to deny
Possibility to deny
Possibility to deny
Possibility to deny

--[+]
[+]
[+]

Version 2.30 --Grouping of special clients
Possibility to shutdown(restart) all free computers
Possibility to shutdown computer after pressing "stop"

--[*]
[*]
[*]

Version 2.29 --Shutdown problems were corrected, when using program as service
Unblocking by password was allowed, when using program as service
Non closing window type of blocking was corrected

switching games/Internet mode
changing reminder on stayed time settings
changing voice signals settings
changing lists of processes (black, signal)

--- Version 2.28 --[+] Special clients database was implemented
--- Version 2.27 --[*] Error of working of statistics report was corrected
--[*]
[*]
[*]
[*]
[*]

Version 2.26 --Reports can be viewed using full screen
Reports are opened faster
Truncation of reports up to given session
Calculator takes into account autorebate
Restrictions on using autorebate

--[+]
[+]
[*]

Version 2.25 --Price for the halfnight of games/Internet was added
Possibility to enter time in hours and minutes using colon
List of release of computers was improved

--- Version 2.24 --[+] Voice version of program speaks not only on the server computer, but on
the client computers too
[+] Don't show 'close session' dialog option was added
[+] Lists of processes now work with wildcards
[*] "Rough mismatches" report was corrected
[*] "Function" button was replaced to "Settings" and "Function" buttons
[*] Switch off sounds on the server was not working
[*] Client computers sometimes were not connected to server computer after
disconnect
--- Version 2.23 --[+] Client versions check and automatic renew
[*] Night mode was corrected (changing of night hours was not working)
--- Version 2.22 --© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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[*] Start of port blocker was corrected when client part starts using
service
[*] Module that hides client part and service from task manager was
corrected
--- Version 2.21 --[!] Arithmetic that used in program was corrected
[+] Support of JPEG blocking images
[*] Possibility to stretch blocking images to fit the screen size
[*] "Don't roundoff" button was added to the round off payment selection
dialog
--- Version 2.20 --[+] New change seat modes (swap seats, transfer remaining time)
[+] Possibility to fine for a given quantity of minutes (unethical conduct,
etc)
[*] Serious error was corrected - entering of time, using money. Payment
adjustment dialog was added
[*] Calculator was corrected
--- Version 2.19 --[+] "Halfnight" mode was implemented
[+] New report protection option "Statistics is accessible only"
--- Version 2.18 --[+] Splash.bmp was replaced with a list of automatically changing images
--- Version 2.17 --[+] The serious error in a network protocol was corrected
--- Version 2.16 --[+] Control through the Internet was extended by adding availability of
viewing statistics, main report, and security report for current session
--[+]
[+]
[+]

Version 2.15 --Cache of the names of managers
Limit of free-of-charge time for session
Customization of reminding messages

--- Version 2.14 --[+] Time allowing cancellation of operation
[+] Limit of free-of-charge time for session
--- Version 2.13 --[+] Port blocker (2000/XP/2003 only)
--- Version 2.12 --[+] In development of the program firm AstrumSoft now is engaged. Its
director - Shcherbatyuk Ruslan Andreevich, the founder of the program
"Computers Hall". Essential elements are changed. A homepage of firm:
http://astrumsoft.com
[+] The error of a stop of the timer is corrected, the sum of payment was
overwritten by erratic value
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--- Version 2.11 --[+] Security parameters regulating access to functionality of the program
[+] Possibility of show of warning about loss of link with client computer
--- Version 2.10 --[+] Review and completion of processes of client computers
[+] Possibility of a reminder on stayed time 5 minutes prior to the end
--- Version 2.09 --[+] Reserve copying of reports
[*] Cosmetic changes of the interface
--- Version 2.08 --[+] Combined way of blocking of a client computer
[-] Network protocol of data exchange with a client part Is corrected
--- Version 2.07 --[+] Removal of the started programs, after pressing stop
--[+]
[+]
[+]
[-]

Version 2.06 --Client part is not visible in the manager of tasks 2000/XP
Landing to the fixed time with disbursement at the end of operation
Possibility to block a server part of the program under the password
Round-off error in return of the rest Is corrected

--- Version 2.05 --[+] Opportunity of disconnect of all sounds of a server part of the program
[+] Opportunity to insert any picture in a mode of not closed window
[-] Mistake with windows of input of time arisen at 2.04 is corrected
[*] At a choice of time of viewing of the report, the report is shown after
pressing button "Seem/refresh"
--[+]
[*]
[*]

Version 2.04 --Opportunity to export reports in a text file
New items in adjustment of the registry
It is corrected jobs of a client part

--- Version 2.03 --[+] The account of any additional services (printing, scanning, recording
of disks, :)
[*] The algorithm of automatic restart of computers is changed
[*] The algorithm of killing of active process is changed
--- Version 2.02 --[+] The discount of more than 99% is not entered
[*] It is added optional automatic reboot of a computer after pressing stop

--- Version 2.01 --[+] Pressing CTRL+P in a window of viewing of reports causes a print of the
current report
[+] In a mode of not closed window the cursor will not transcend a window
© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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[+] Under management Windows 98/ME in a mode of blocking do not work CTRLALT-DEL and ALT-TAB
[+] Client computers at loss of communication with the server are
independently blocked on an exit of time
[+] Editor of many standard keys of the registry Is built-in
[*] Blocking of the keyboard and the mouse in Windows NT/2000/XP now works
better

--- Version 2.0 --[+] Opportunity to give the indicator an alternative name
[+] Management of the Internet is transferred as well on a client part to
the external module
[+] Active process is shown in the Internet the control
[+] The menu "about the program" with references to new versions and
contact to the author has appeared
[+] The example of switching-off/switching-on of the Internet is included
[+] Black and alarm lists of processes
[-] The reminder on stayed time was reset after rebooting a computer
[-] Russian letters in the list of active processes were displayed
incorrectly
[-] 100% the rebate did not go in lists of the used rebates
[!] Interdiction of input of 100% of the rebate
[!] Rights of owners of the program are optimized

--- Version 1.86 --[+] The list of active processes
[+] The report of job of processes
[+] Management of the Internet is passed the external module
[+] Opportunity to kill the remote active process
[+] Password protection of reports with an opportunity of a choice of a
level of access
[+] Sending of the text message to the client
[+] Reminder to the client about stayed time
[*] Fonts of printed reports are increased
[*] If the program to start twice, the first copy appears on the screen
--[+]
[+]
[+]
[*]
[!]

Version 1.85 --Possibility of switching in the mode of games after pressing stop
Events of reboot, turn off of the computer will be worn out in base
Reboot, turn off of all computers at once, one button
The error of closing of the client under the password Is corrected
The serious error of dissolving of the operation Is corrected

--[!]
[+]
[*]
[+]

Version 1.84 --The new, improved client part (the second generation)
Reboot and turn off of client computers
Documentation Is improved, the license agreement is added
Call of documentation on F1 button

--- Version 1.83 --[-] The error in a control through the Internet is corrected
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[+] Esc button erases that in the window of input of time
[*] The handler of pressing buttons is changed to more correct
[+] Possibility of warning of pressing stop is added
[+] Click by the left button of a mouse on past time in the mode of the
timer shows, how many money of persons already should for operation
[+] The page of a control through the Internet now itself is updated each
minute
[+] Roundoff of the sum of payment is added
--- Version 1.82 --[+] Completely altered reports of the program
[+] It is possible to set the list of reasons on free-of-charge selection
of time
[!] Completely copied instruction, re-read her(it) from the beginning!
[*] Internationalization of the interface with the help language.dll

--[+]
48
[+]
[+]
[-]

Version 1.81 --Possibility to work in 1280x1024 at number of computers in club up to
New, better sounds for the voice version
Control of change of operations
The error arising at change of the operation of the timer is corrected

--- Version 1.80 --[+] Possibility to work in 800x600 at number of computers in club up to 16
--- Version 1.79 --[+] It is possible to set contents of the dropping out menu with choice of
minutes
[*] New algorithm of printing of by turns reports
[+] Possibility to prohibit input of the password in a way of the locking
the window
--[+]
[+]
[+]

Version 1.78 --Free-of-charge operation on the computer is selected
The hidden translations of hours are notched
Autochange of the tariff in given time

--- Version 1.77 --[+] The autorebate
[+] Customizations of the discount, the game/Internet for each indicator
are saved
[+] Customizations of a server part now are stored in the configuration
file cz.cfg
[*] The name of the operator after restarting the program takes from the
file of session
[*] Fine defects are corrected many
--- Version 1.76 --[+] The mode of the timer (payment after operation)
--- Version 1.75 --© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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[!] Memory leaks in a network part of the program are eliminated
[+] The HTTP-server, for the Internet of a control of operation of club is
built-in
[+] Now we use Nullsoft Installer
--- Version 1.74 --[*] The algorithm of printing of by turns reports is corrected
[*] Stability before failures is increased
--- Version 1.73 --[+] Two new sorts of the report obtained from the analysis of the by turns
report
[*] Now it is impossible to start operation with the program if not session
is created
[*] The program does not give to change reports in an operating time
[!] The section of help decrypting errors of the by turns report has
appeared
--- Version 1.72 --[-] The serious error arising at cancellation of return of the rest of
money Is corrected
--- Version 1.71 --[+] The icon in system tray Is added, the main window of the program is
minimized in system tray
--- Version 1.70 --[+] TAB key in the window of input of time transition to the following
indicator
[+] Now it is not necessary to press a mousy "Start", works ENTER
[+] It is possible to enter money Into the window of input of time
[+] The list of the minutes incorporated in the program in the dropping out
window of input of time is a little bit changed
[*] The by turns report is extended and corrected
--[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]
[*]

Version 1.69 --The new, by turns report. Very convenient, protected enough
Change on the free computer
Return of the rest of money
Dissolving or change of the last incorrect operation
The instruction Is advanced, read it all over again!

--- Version 1.68 --[*] The error is corrected: did not work Ctrl and Alt in W9x. Attention!
Read details in section of the description of innovations
--- Version 1.67 --[+] Some automation of the interface
--- Version 1.66 --[+] The registration of free-of-charge operation, for example at adjustment
of the computer by the manager
[+] Section on the help (in the end) Is added where innovations are
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described
--- Version 1.65 --[+] Time for customization of the computer is added
--[!]
[!]
[*]

Version 1.64 --Algorithms of the locking of computers are corrected
The computer now switches on disabled
Compatibility with "Shell" is increased

--[*]
[+]
[+]

Version 1.63 --Notes are more convenient done, for them the special window opens
In indicators time of release of the computer now is output
It Is possible to look\to print out the list of release of computers

--- Version 1.62 --[+] The Program notches translation of hours back and writes about it in
the report of the boss
--[!]
[+]
[*]
[*]

Version 1.61 --The system of passwords Is changed, re-read documentation
In the report there is an event of inclusion of the program
It is corrected bug with the password on statistics of the chief
Events of installation/break of link go in all logs

--- Version 1.6 --[+] Instead of output of the window it is possible to customize
disconnecting of the keyboard and a mouse
[!] Indexing of versions is changed. The voice version now is designated
1.6v
--[+]
[!]
the

Version 1.51 --In the report of the chief events of installation/break of link act
Version 1.06.1024.+ will contain also the majority of innovations, but
version number will not vary

--- Version 1.5 --[*] Help Is changed
[+] Speaks a voice "Computer [N] remained 5 minutes", "Computer [N] your
time has quitted"
--- Version 1.06.1024.plus --[*] Now it is turned off FAR developed on all screen, Quake1...
--- Version 1.05.1024.plus --[+] Up to 30 computers
[+] Handle of all computers of the network
--[+]
[!]
has

Version 1.05 --It is possible to leave notes in broad gullies
In documentation section "The important news and answers to questions"
appeared
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--- Version 1.04 --[+] The "Night" mode when pay at a discount for all "night"
[+] Now it is possible to enter a current name of the manager
--[*]
[!]
[+]
[+]

Version 1.03 --Under NT4 hours quitted for the fixed limits
Now reminding signal can be played a soundcard (DirectSound)
Warning is output at closing the program
The utility of erasing of passwords is included In a package

--- Version 1.02 --[*] Now it is possible to enter the price in one hour with cents
[*] The "negative" discount has appeared
--- Version 1.01 --[+] Now it is possible for constant clients to give the discount in
percentage
[+] In statistics the sum of the earned money is counted up
[*] The task bar was overlapped by the window of the program
[*] Documentation is edited
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Introduction
This introduction describes what is "Internet Cafe" software, its feature list and reasons why users all
over the world choose exactly "Internet Cafe".
Please select the desired chapter:
About 'Internet Cafe' software
Review article, history of program
Feature list
Why do users choose exactly 'Internet Cafe' software?
Brief review of working with program

3.1

About 'Internet Cafe' software
Complete solution that controls, secures and
automates internet cafe, gaming center, cyber
cafe. Billing of customers for games, Internet,
applications and selling POS items.
Timer software locking computers that
customer didn't paid for or his time is out.
Possibility to control any game consoles (Xbox,
PlayStation, Nintendo Wii...).
Maximizes internet cafe profits by tracking work
of operators (anti-theft). Detailed, secure
reports that is not possible change.
Thousands of copies of program were
deployed all over the world since 2000. Full
Windows 10 support.
To continue investigating our software, please select desired chapter:
Review article, history of program
Feature list
Why do users choose exactly 'Internet Cafe'
Brief review of working with program
© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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Review article, history of program
'Internet Cafe' software
accounting work of Internet cafe, cyber cafe, gaming center
The spread of internet cafes, cyber cafes, gaming centers all over the world booming in popularity.
Possibility to get an easy access to Internet anywhere in the world is very important and useful for
everyone. E-Mail, social networks, network gaming, access to Internet resources - everything that
makes our lives more convenient, productive and fun. This is a real gold mine for students,
communication and recreation tool. Gamers have the opportunity to play with each other, not only within
the room of cybercafe, but any opponent at any point on the globe. Invaluable assistance of internet
cafes for people who are on vacation, business trip. For them it is means of communication, the ability
to share documents, important messages. Impossible to list all the areas of valuable services provided
by internet cafes.
Internet cafe owners, from the first day of work, faced with a mass of different problems. How to control
the work of employees? Dishonest employees (operators) sometimes stealing cash, selling computer
time without accounting. Cafe owner can not always be present and monitor the work. He needs a
reliable daily reports on the work (which would be impossible to counterfeit), the statistics of cafe
operations, opportunity to control the cafe from home via internet and email. His main target - to increase
the profit received from cafe. Operators working in internet cafe aren't only record paid time and get
money from clients. It is necessary to monitor the state of computers, work of LAN, restrict customers
from running malicious programs. All this isn't complete list of problems that are solved with software for
automation and management of internet cafes.
There are many software for accounting work of internet cafes available. Amateur and professional, free
and paid. This review focuses on "Internet Cafe" software by AstrumSoft (http://astrumsoft.com/compzal/
en/). Its headquarters is located in Odessa/Ukraine. Software invented in 2000 by Ruslan Shcherbatyuk (
ruslan@astrumsoft.com). It is very popular in Russian-speaking countries as its interface was initially
Russian. Nowadays it is available in English and other languages. It supports most Windows operation
systems (XP/2003/Vista/7/8/10). We were one of the first who completely supported Windows 10.

History
At the 2000, being a student of I. I. Mechnikov Odessa National University, Institute of Mathematics,
Mechanics and Economics, faculty of Applied Mathematics - Ruslan Shcherbatyuk invented his first
version of "Internet Cafe" software. The original idea of program was proposed by his friend Viktor
Myasnikov who was working in Internet Cafe at that moment. He had designed program interface and
basic functionality. Program was well implemented and it was decided to try selling it via internet. Very
soon first clients had appeared. Many thanks to all program users as they had proposed valuable ideas
and it started to dynamically evolve. Locking PC control via LAN had appeared soon. Many other
features were implemented that should have each internet cafe control program nowadays. Years
passed, functionality was growing up together with the quality of the program. At 2004 Ruslan
Shcherbatyuk started AstermSoft company. Official website started at: http://astrumsoft.com/en/.
Working together with high skilled engineers mainly improved software and it is rated as very
professional nowadays. Worldwide sales started very soon, starting from home Odessa/Ukraine and
targeting far located Fiji islands.

Review
Original program interface allows quick describing of cafe state. Single screen contains information
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about all the computers in the cafe. There is a dependency on PC Display connected to computer of
administrator as it should contain all the information at the same time. For example, cafe containing 16
PC's should have screen resolution 800x600, cafe with 48 PC's should have 1280x1024 screen
resolution. Not a problem nowadays, rather a historical requirement:

Software consist of two programs: server and client. Server program is installed on PC of the cafe
admistrator/operators (person who takes money from clients and controls their time). Client program is
installed on each PC in local network. Customers of internet cafe rent their time to work on these client
PC's.
Primiary focus of client software is to lock PC until it is rented (paid). There are several locking
techniques: locking pop-up window and locking of keyboard/mouse. Take a look at a sample locking
window:

You can use any image or even a group of images changing with a given period of time.
Control of paid time - primary functionlity that is present in all internet cafe accounting software. Cafe
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operator can easily type paid time (i.e. how long customer is going to rent a PC), and paid sum will be
calculated automatically. Computer will be unlocked. When the time is out, client PC will be
automatically locked. So customer will not use a rented PC more then he had paid. Cafe owner will get
his maximal profit. Software is able to notify customer about the rest of his time (or how much time he
has already used), including voice, 5 minutes before the end of time, directly into his speakerphones or
using administrator PC speakers.
Software operates with the cost per hour of games and cost per hour of Internet. There are conceptions
of "night" and "half-night". Customers are often stay at cafe during the whole night. It usually costs
cheaper then cost per hour. Timer (or post-paid) mode can be used when customer has no idea how
long he will rent a PC and likes to pay at the end of his work.
Time packets are implemented for pre-selling minutes cheaper to a loyal customers, accounting to their
personal balance (i.e. game and internet hour cards).
Discounts, payment round up, free time for computer customization, tariffs can automatically change
during the day. Possibilty to fine customers because of their discipline (by decreasing their paid time).
There is a possibility to return the rest of paid sum to the customer (example: he had paid for 1 hour, but
spent 30 minutes only and wants to leave). Changing/swapping customer seats, possibility for cusomter
to give the rest of his time to his friend.
Reliable reports - exteremly important functionality of each accounting software. "Internet Cafe" software
proposes different reports that you can observe using any time interval (originally for current work shift).
Reports are encrypted. There is no possibility of easy changing or replacing them. Reports even have
some techniques of automatical repairing using internal back ups. Cafe owner can be sure in reports
security: all the cheats for operators are fixed so he will see work statistics as it originally was. Here is a
sample of program report:
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Software reports and software itself have different security access levels protected by password. Cafe
owner, for example, able to deny changing tariffs, deny observing reports of work shifts of other
operators. Special security report "used processes" shows what programs were used by customers, at
what time. There is a possibility to sort process list by its popularity. Owner of cafe will be informed of
most popular games used by clients.
Software allows to account any other services (Point-of-Sale, POS), like: printing, scanning, burning
CD's, bar services (tea, coffee). Printing is specially controlled: all the printers connected to admin PC
under program control. Each printed list of paper is accounted. USB devices are under control. Inserting
USB-flash or stealing USB-mouse will immediately notify operator.
Software allows to control internet usage under different operating modes. It is possible to disable
internet when in games mode or restrict some functionlity. If you are a software engineer and desire to
construct your own internet control plugin - this manual describes how to do that.
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Software allows to control and account internet traffic. You can separate local network traffic and internet
traffic. You can set cost per 1 megabyte of traffic depending on its volume.
Software contains database of customer accounts. You can enter personal data for each client,
including: home address, picture. Program remembers total time spent in cafe, total paid sum. You can
group customer accounts, name groups and assign special discounts to groups. For example: regular
group: 3% discount, silver group: 5% discount, gold group: 10% discount. At the end of the month you
probably want to raffle some bonus to the most active customer. Customers can even start work using
their login/password without help of operator.
Possibility to reserve computers. Customer can call internet cafe and ask that he needs 4 computers at
6PM for 3 hours.
There is a rich functionality of remote control of clients. It is primarily useful for operators. They can
review client desktops, program lists, kill programs, adjust sound volume, reboot and shutdown
computers, send text messages and many more.
One of the shortcomings of many internet cafe accounting software is a complex procedure of upgrading
client programs when new version was released. It is a long time even for a cafe with 10 computers.
"Internet Cafe" software allows you to update client software in one click. Next click allow to check client
software versions, their integrity.
Cafe owner is able to inspect operators work via internet, email. He should just launch his favorite
internet browser, type special URL and password. He can even observe some remote reports, client
desktop screenshots, connection with clients, tariffs etc.
Virtual terminals are supported, when one PC has several displays, mouses and keyboards.
It is possible to control any game consoles by switching off TV when time is out. Program sends
commands to special hardware (PDU) that switches off TV power.
Unique functions that are other software doesn't have: special Android software that operator can install
on his mobile phone and operate with server program without need to sit near it. Mining crypto currency
when computers are free and during customers work. Some customers like to save electricity by
swiching off PC's (when they are not occupied), others like mining crypto-currencies that give so much
profit that paying electricity bills is not a problem.
Software user manul (that is currently more then 250 pages), contains lots of recommendations for
internet cafe owner, including how to catch operator cheats. Putting a system clock backwards,
disabling client part, attempt to change the report - everything will be reported to cafe owner.
If you would like to give a try for a demo version of software, please download it here: http://astrumsoft.
com/download/en/ . The only difference with full version is that demo version allows connection with 4
client computers only. Other functionality is exactly as in full version. Small cafes with a number of client
computers below 4 are allowed to use this software for a free, unlimited time.
Please proceed to observing feature list.

3.3

Feature list
Control and accounting up to 48 client computers or game consoles
VR headset blocking
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Software is installed on server (admin/operator computer) and on each client computer
Client computers are automatically locked when pre-pard time is out for customer
Billing using various pricing methods, including pre-paid, post-paid, separate tariffs for games and
Internet,...
Separate security access levels for cafe owner (administrator) and employees (operators)
Tracking work of operators (anti-theft)
Customer accounts (full profile, login/password to start pre-paid work without operator)
Full control, monitoring and protection of client computers
User frindly interface allows quickly say which computer is free, busy and when will be available
Customers are reminded about remaining time and when it is out, including voice reminders
Moving, swapping customers. Possibility to move the remaining time to another customer
Point-of-Sale (POS) to account any additional services
Detailed reports for any time range (shift, current day, custom)
Reports can be accessed via Internet and received on email
Printer control
USB devices control (like inserting flash drive/removing mouse)
Virtual terminal / thin client (like Aster) support
Operate server program using Android device
Crypto currency mining both when computers are free and during customer work (it doesn't disturb
him)
Client computers reservation
Desktop replacement "Shell" software complete support
Software correctly continues operation after reboot, freeze, power outage on unstable systems
Energy saving by switching client computers off, switching them on remotely

3.4

Why do users choose exactly 'Internet Cafe' software?
Why do users choose exactly "Internet Cafe" software? What is the secret of wide spread occurrence of
program all over the world?
1. When developing the program, most attention is paid to protecting the program from hacking by
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dishonest club operators. Thus, the program focuses on the owners of internet cafes who wish to
receive the maximum profit from work, reducing the theft of money from the cash register to a
minimum. Try to find a way to cheat the program to make sure it's reliable.
2. The program is dynamically developing. New versions of the program are often released. When
releasing new versions, the recommendations of the users of the program are taken into account. We
were one of the first to support Windows 10. A lot of users changed old programs to ours. Old
programs do not support Windows 10.
3. The program has a unique user interface, allowing at a glance to assess the situation in the club.
Dialog windows of the program are decorated with beautiful icons. Our program is simple and
understandable for operator training.
4. Our program has unique functions that others do not have: managing the program from Androiddevices, mining crypto-currencies on the client computers both during idla and customers work.
5. If there are only 4 client computers in your cafe, you can use forever, free and legally demo version of
the program, which functions on 4 computers exactly as full! Users use the demo version for years,
and when they expand to more computers, they no longer choose the program, but simply buy the full
version.
6. Users of the program are entitled to receive new versions for free within one year! To extend the right
to receive new versions for one year, you only need to pay 80% of the cost of the program. The
transition to more expensive versions is carried out by paying a difference in value between the
program versions plus 30 euros. You always have the opportunity to expand and stimulate the
development of new versions.
7. The program was written not in a month, but was developed since 2000. It has invested a lot of work
and ideas coming from you, the users of our program. The reliability and usefulness of the program
has been proven for years by its existence.
8. We are always ready to help the users of the program. With us you can freely communicate
personally, by E-Mail, Viber, WhatsApp, Skype. We try to promptly resolve all the issues that arise.
We have a human attitude to customers.
Thank you, our dear users!!! Without you our software will not exist.
Please proceed to brief review of working with program.

3.5

Brief review of working with program
This chapter observes operation with already installed program. Assume everything had been set up,
program customized and working. You are cafe operator. Lets review the most common use case:
New customer comes to you and likes to rent a computer for one hour of work with Internet. You look at
the operator program screen at see what computers are free and what are busy. If all the computers are
busy, it is easy to see what it the remaining time for each computer. If we have free computer, assume
its number 7, its screen shows "Computer Locked" (and it is locked, impossible to use). Special
rectangular areas called indicators each corresponding to a client copmuter are located on main screen.
Indicators show corresponding computer states ("Free", "Games", "Internet", "Time out", "Timer games",
"Timer internet". Indicator named "7" shows "Free". Client pays for one hour. You are typing 60
(minutes) int the 7-th indicator and pressing "Start" button.
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5 minutes prior to the end of paid time, operator computer speakers and client speakerphones say
"Computer 7 remaining 5 minutes" (voice version only). If customer decides to continue, he pays for
required number of additional minutes and continue working. Additional time is added to the rest of his
time. When his paid time is completely out, voice says "Computer 7 your time is out". Customer
computer is locked and he observes message "Computer Locked". Indicator 7 of operator program
shows "Free". Customer leaves cafe. If customer decides to work more, he purchases additional time
and operator enters this amount of minutes to indicator and presses "Start" and so on.
So called "Timer mode" (post-paid) is available. It is when customer pays at the end of his work, for a
total amount of time (he had no idea how long he had to pay for when came to cafe). Assume customer
decides to work at timer mode. You enter word "Timer" in indicator and presses "Start". When customer
decides to finish, you press "Stop" and observe sum that you should charge customer.
Above use cases only a small part of program functionality. You will learn much more by reading this
manual.
Proceed to system requirements.
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Software setup
This chapter focuses on system requirements, learns how to install and customize server and client
programs.
Please select desired chapter:
System requirements
Glossary
Pre-installation steps
Software install
Server program setup (administrator PC)
Client program setup (client PCs)
Client program setup for regular clients
Easy way to lock internet using inet.bat
Setting up network filter
Setting up traffic control driver

4.1

System requirements

Separate server PC for administrator (cafe owner) / operators (cafe employees)
Server and client computers: any combination of Windows XP/2003/Vista/7/8/10 (32 or 64 bit)
Screen resolution of server computer display:
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o 800 x 600 for cafe with up to 16 client computers or game consoles
o 1024 x 768 for cafe with up to 30 client computers or game consoles
o 1280 x 1024 for cafe with up to 48 client computers or game consoles
o 1360 x 768 for cafe with up to 39 client computers or game consoles
o 1440 x 900 for cafe with up to 42 client computers or game consoles
Power Distribution Unit (PDU) hardware is required to control game consoles (sold separately, we
can recommend some vendors)
We've been notified that users are able to work with program using Windows emulator in Linux, but
we officially don't support it. Legacy module of internet traffic accounting, that is rarely used these
days, work s on 32 bit OS only.
Please read antivirus software compatibility note.
Please review the glossary chapter.

4.2

Glossary
Server computer - single computer that hosts server program. All client computers or game
consoles are under control and operated using that computer. Server and client computers should be
in the same LAN. Cafe owner (administrator) and operators (employees) use this computer.
Client computer - multiple computers in your cafe that customers use to play games, work in
Internet or with application. You should install client software on each client computer. It also means
game consoles in some contexts, even though you don't install client software on game console (you
control its power using PDU hardware).
Administrator - person who has access to all software functions. Able to customize and restrict
functions that operators of software will use. Usually cafe owner or smart IT person who just configures
everything, but don't actually operate with software.
Operator - employee of Internet cafe who takes cash from customers and unlocks client computers.
He works on server computer and uses server program. There are usually several of them, working in
shifts.
Client - customer of Internet cafe who rents client computer time and plays games, works in Internet
or with applications.
Installation package - either demo or full version of our software that you download and install. Demo
versions can be downloaded here. Full versions are received after purchasing. Demo version is exactly
as full, but allow control of 4 computers (or game consoles) maximum.
Server program - installation package contains both server and client programs. Server program
should be installed once on the server computer and will send commands to client computers to lock/
unlock, manage their secure state. It keeps database of all the actions of operators, regular clients,
allows cafe owner to control and account cafe work and many more.
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Client program - installation package contains both server and client programs. Client program
should be installed on each client computer. It connects to server computer and receives commands
to lock or unlock client computer.
Game console - any of Microsoft Xbox, Sony Playstation, Wii hardware that uses TV as display. Our
software uses PDU devices to switch TV power on or off when rental time was paid or out. It can also
be pool table or anything that is controlled by power.
PDU - Power Distribution Unit. Hardware device that is connected to your LAN and receives
commands from server program to switch on or off power outlets. We don't sell this hardware, but able
to recommend you compatible with our software. It should have support of SNMP v1 and clear user
manual with OID's and what values power on/off outlets.
Regular client - customer that provided his personal data (created account in server program). Such
person is able to buy bulk time (add to his balance) of playing games or work with Internet and then
start spending it. He can even start work on client computer himself by entering his personal login/
password.
Continue to "pre-installation steps" chapter.

4.3

Pre-installation steps
Our software is installed on server computer (where administrator and operators work) and client
computers (where customers work).
Just before installing our software, we recommend to prepare both server and client computers using the
following steps:
Windows account on which software will be installed and used must have administrative privileges
Windows User Account Control is set to Never Notify Level
o Open Control Panel
o Go to to the following path: Control Panel\User Accounts\User Accounts
o There you will find the Change User Account Control settings link. Click it
o In the User Account Control settings dialog, move the slider to the bottom (Never Notify)
o Click OK. This will disable UAC
o Restart computer will be required to apply changes
Turn off Windows Smart Screen
o Open Control Panel
o Navigate to System and Security > Security and Maintenance
o Select Change Windows SmartScreen settings from the left-side pane
o Set the option "Don't do anything (turn off Windows SmartScreen)"
o Click OK
Temporarily disable Windows Defender (you will re-enable it after installation and putting program
folder to exclusions list)
o Open Control Panel (View by Large Icons)
o Open Windows Defender
o Press Settings at top right
o Switch off "Real-time protection", "Cloud-based protection"
[Windows 7 and below only] Temporarily disable Microsoft Security Essentials
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Open Control Panel
Open Microsoft Security Essentials
Navigate to Settings tab
From the left side panel, select Real-time protection
From the right-side uncheck the Turn on real-time protection (recommended) and click Image Save
changes

Temporary disable any other antivirus software. You will re-enable it after adding our software to
exclusion list after install
Server computer should have static IP address. In case network router provides it, please configure it
so it will be the same each time. Client program connect to this address and if it changed, program
will stop working.

Automatic log on to system, disable entering user password
Typical internet cafe should not ask for password after reboot or exiting sleep mode of client computer.
Moreover it conflicts with locking mode "window on separate Desktop". Few simple steps allows to
configure automatic log on to system:
1) Windows button -> Settings -> Accounts -> Sign-in options -> Never

2) Windows + R, type: control userpasswords2
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Disable "Users must enter a user name and password to use this computer", and this account MUST
use non empty password:
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If you have don't full version of our software, download its demo and proceed to installation.

4.4

Software install
This chapter describes how to install server program (where cafe owner and operators work) and client
program (where customers work).
Before continue, you have to complete the pre-installation steps and download software (demo version).
Installation package consists of server program and client program. You should install both server and
client programs on server computer and client program only on each customer computer.
Launch installation package on server computer. License agreement will appear:

Read it and press "I Agree" button:
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Choose "Full" type of install. This type installs both server and client programs. Client program needs to
be installed on server computer for enabling automatic update of client programs on client computers.

Choose software insall folder and press "Install". Settings above will install server program to C:
\Program Files (x86)\Internet Cafe\ and client program will be installed in
C:\Program Files (x86)\Internet Cafe\CLIENT\ folder.
Next, you should install client program on each client computer in cafe. Launch installation package (on
each computer) and on the "Installation Options" screen switch from "Full" to "Client program only":
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Choose installation folder:

We had installed client program in C:\Program Files (x86)\Internet Cafe\CLIENT\. Right
after the installation of client program, its folder will be shown automatically (it is required later in client
program setup):
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Remember, client program files should present on server computer as backup files. Don't need to launch
or install them on server computer.
Voice version of "Internet Cafe" software contains SOUND folder where reminder sounds are located. File
names 01.wav .. 48.wav correspond to phrase "Computer 1", "Computer 48". less5.wav corresponds to
phrase "5 minutes remaining", timeout.wav to phrase "your time is out". You can replace them with your
own if needed.
Demo version contains PassClean.exe utility. It allows to reset forgotten passwords used in program.
Full version package doesn't contain this utility. Please contact us to receive it (we are not providing it for
everyone for security reasons).

Adding software folders to exclusion list of antivirus and network
firewall software
Below described steps should be completed on all computers (both service and each client):
Adding program to Windows Defender exclusion list
o Open Control Panel (View by Large Icons)
o Open Windows Defender
o Press Settings at top right
o Scroll down to Exclusions and select "Add an exclusion"
o Select "Exclude a folder"
o Choose program install directory (c:\program files (x86)\Internet Cafe)
[Windows 7 and below only] adding program to Microsoft Security Essentials exclusion list
o Open Control Panel
o Open Microsoft Security Essentials
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o Navigate to Settings tab
o Select "Excluded files and locations"
o Press Browse and select program install directory (c:\program files (x86)\Internet Cafe)
If you have another antivirus or network firewall software installed, add program install directory (c:
\program files (x86)\Internet Cafe) to their exclusion list too
Proceed to server program setup.

4.5

Server program setup
Assume, you've installed software on server and client computers. Lets proceed to server program setup
(where cafe owner and operators work). Note, all the customizations should be done having
Administrator priveleges.
Launch Setup.exe (Start->Programs->Internet Cafe->Setup):

Start with "Screen Resolution" group. Choose minimal screen resolution that allows you to fit number of
client computers in your cafe. Selecting 800x600 allows to connect up to 16 client computers. The
higher screen resolution, the bigger amount of client computers can be connected. Maximal number of
allowed client computers is 48. It requires 1280x1024 to be selected.
Next, in "General settings" choose exact number of client computers (or game consoles) working in
your cafe (excluding computer of administrator). You don't need to change server port (850) except the
case you know what you are doing. Program uses TCP and UDP connections, ingoing and outgoing of
this port number. If you have a reason to change server port number, don't forget to set the same port in
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client program settings. Warning, don't select port numbers 852, 853 - they are in use of automatic
configuration of client programs.
"Control via internet" group allows you to set up remote access to program reports via internet. Again,
don't change HTTP port, but enter password to access feature. The username is "boss".
Using "Reminding signal settings" you can configure sound reminding operator that client computer has
paid time out and customer should either prolong computer rental or finish work. Reminder work using
embedded in motherboard speaker (PC Speaker) or using selected .wav file plackback. Program
includes sample file (example.wav).
Software allows changing currency name. English version uses "$" character by default. You can also
rename the default tariff names (Games, Internet). You can do that in security settings, interface tab.
Server program requires TCP/UDP netword port to be allowed in firewall software. Is automatically
enables them in Windows Firewall. In case you have additional Firewall software, you should configure it
manually.
You should disable time over internet synchronization for server and all client computers. Once you
setup server computer system time, tell you operators that they are not allowed to change system
clock back or forward. Sometimes admins change system clock back to allow shareware program with
limited term of usage to continue operate. They should NOT do that. They can also try to cheat "
Internet Cafe" software by changing system clock back. It is not possible as "Internet Cafe" will know
about it and report to cafe owner. Summary: tell your cafe operators that changing system clock back/
forward is strictly prohibited!
Proceed to client program setup.

4.6

Client program setup
Lets proceed to client program setup. This chapter describes common configuration. In case of setup
virtual terminals like Aster, jump to the following chapter.
Assume you have installed server and client programs, finished server program setup.
Start server program using any of the following ways:
Desktop shortcut "Internet Cafe"
File ComputerZal.exe in the program install folder
Start->Programs->Internet Cafe->Internet Cafe
You will see the following window on your first server program start:
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Create password to enter server program. Write it down somewhere so you will not forget it. This
password will be asked each time you launch server program and when you lock it to leave server
computer for some time. Type password:

The following window to create work shift will appear. Type work shift name "test" and press "Create
work shift" button. More in details about work shifts will be described in starting work, you don't need
this information at the moment.

Press "Start program" in the following window:

Main program window will appear:
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Top part of the window contains numbered rectangular areas - indicators. Each indicator corresponds to
the client computer. To the right of the indicator number you can see read squares - connection with
client computer indicators:

Red color of square means that there is no connection with client program. After you install and setup
client programs, all the squares should be green.
Find out server computer LAN IP address, you will need it for client program setup. This IP should be
static i.e. it should not change while working with software.
Enumerate client computers in your cafe, starting with number 1. Lets proceed to setup of client
program of computer 1, then you will do the same with the rest of client computers. We recommend to
setup client computers sequentially, i.e. number 1, then number 2, then 3 and so on. Automatical
configuration of client programs will help you with assigning client numbers if you will do it sequentially.
Don't shut down server program, you will check it after the setup of each client program to be sure that
connection with client program had been established (red square turned to green square). Server should
not have any red squares after completing setup.
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Start with client computer 1. Open CLIENT folder where you had installed client program. It should be
C:\Program Files\Internet Cafe\CLIENT\. For your convenience this folder is opened
automatically after client program install:

Start SetupClient2.exe located in this folder. You should start it using user account that will be
used to work by cafe clients. To setup client program you should change type of this account to
administrator, then, after setup, to return it back to user type account (if needed, as it could be an extra
protection from clients who are trying to break computer).
Right after the launch, you will be asked to enter client program settings password:
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Type password and write it down somewhere. You will not have an access to client program settings
without this password.
If your computer has Windows Firewall service running, program will automatically register in it as an
allowed application.
Another third party firewall software installed on your computer should be configured manually. You
should allow TCP/UDP ports 850..853 for incoming/outgoing connections in your LAN.
After entering password, you will see the following window:
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For your convenience, after the first launch of client program setup, it tries to automatically configure
itself using previously started server program (ComputerZal.exe). It really useful, as server IP address,
port and client computer number will be entered automatically. Client number will be selected
sequentially from the list of free numbers. If you would like, you can use automatic configuration later,
but to do that you should manually delete settings.cfg file (client program settings are located in
CLIENT folder) or press "?" button. Automatic configuration uses UDP ports 852, 853.
Client program will be configured in two steps. First step will configure network settings (server program
should establish connection with client and its connection indicator square should turn green). Second
step will setup the rest of settings.

First step:
Enter client computer number in "Common" group of settings (it should be unique across client
computers).
It is recommended to set check on "Disable Windows Task Manager". It should be a good protection of
client program from cafe clients. Don't worry about terminating frozen programs. Server program has
embedded process viewer that allows to terminate client programs remotely.
Don't change anything in "Automatic startup" group. I.e. leave it in default "Off" setting and don't set "
Start client program on exit" checkbox.
Enter server computer LAN IP address in the "Network " group. Don't change server port unless you have
changed it in server program setup (Setup.exe). Don't enable network filter. It is useful to press "?"
button for automatic detection of server IP address. In case this feature doesn't work, start server
program (you should have it working already) and check/setup/disable firewall and/or antivirus software
on server computer.
Useful advice
In the "Lock ing" group leave "Window on separate Desk top" (newest technology) or "Lock ing popup
window" (not compatible with Windows 8, but time-proved for the older systems). Don't uncheck "
Unlock ing by password" and don't type password below (leave it empty).
Press "OK" button, Start client program (Client2.exe file).
The following locking window will appear:

Take a look at the server program main screen. Indicator number 1 should show green square (means
connection with client computer established):
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If the connection square is still red, you should doble check your client program settings (most likely
you've entered wrong server IP address). Sometimes firewall or antivirus software doesn't allow
connection of client and server (try to disable them both on client and server computer). To remove
locking window on the client computer you should press "Admin password" button (don't enter any
password, leave it empty). Client program will be disabled and will have a possibility to repeat first step,
i.e. launch SetupClient2.exe to double check settings and apply required changes. Don't proceed
to the second step until you will see green connection square.

Second step:
So, the connection square with client computer has a green color on the main screen of server
computer. Go to the client computer and press "Admin password" button. Client program will exit. Start
client program setup (SetupClient2.exe). Lets apply final customizations:
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Select "Regular" startup type in "Automatic startup" group. "Windows registry" type is not used any
more (it was used before by Windows 98/ME users). Regular (or NT-service) makes client program more
robust against harmful cafe client actions. Tick "Start client startup service on exit" checkbox (client
program will be started automatically).
Choose "Service (recommended)" in "Automatic startup" section. Registry methods are not used
anymore (they were used previously for Windows 98/ME), except virtual terminals. Running as service,
client program will be robust against harmful customer actions. Set check on "Start client startup service
on exit" (client program will start automatically).
In the "Network" group you usually don't have to change "Local IP address". It is required for setup virtual
terminals.
[Legacy functionality, you can sk ip it] Client computers running Windows XP/2003 able to use
embedded network filter. Using this feature you can disable internet in games mode, accurately
configure the difference between games and internet mode. If you would like, you can configure its rules
(by pressing "Network filter setup") then you should check "Enable network filter" checkbox. You can
read about network filter more in details in setting up network filter chapter. It requires advanced network
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configuration skills and is probably better to ask network administrator for a help. It is not obligatory to
use this function. It is not supported for Windows Vista and above (Windows 7/8/10).
Choose client computer locking method in "Lock ing" group ("Lock ing popup window", "Disabling
k eyboard/mouse", "Combined" or "Window on separate Desk top". Locking client computer when it
wasn't paid for - crucial functionality of the program. There are several locking methods: you can lock
client computer using special popup window that will be shown above the rest of programs saying that
paid time is out and client should rent more time; you can disable keyboard/mouse and you can use
both methods together.
Newest locking method, recommended for the most users and especially for Windows 8 users, is a "
Window on separate Desk top". When locking, new desktop is shown to user and popup window above
it. Other program windows are left unmodified (they are not minimized) in previous desktop. This method
is least destructive and works even above windows logon.
To the right of locking types there is a drop list:

If you choose "Without possibility to unlock using password", you will be unable to stop client program
by typing admin password.
"Unlock using admin password" - you selection by default. You will use unlock password that you type
below this drop list.
"Regular client window" - is useful when you have regular clients database and allow them to start work
by themself, by typing username and password, without help of operator.
Not all combinations are supported. In case of locking type "Locking popup window" and "Window on
separate Desktop" you can unlock computer using admin password.
"Regular client window" is allowed only in "Window on separate Desktop" mode.
That is how locking popup window looks like:

You can replace it with showing any picture or with a list of pictures (they will be randomly shown or
sequentially changed using given time interval). BMP and JPG images are the only allowed. To setup
locking images lists press "Locking images" button:
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Images are shown sequentially and replace each other using interval in seconds. Entering "0" seconds
activates special mode when only one image is shown (not replaced with others) and it is randomly
selected. It is useful to enable "Stretch to fit the screen size" checkbox. You can use locking images to
show advertisements, cafe tariffs etc.. You can take some nice picture, write "computer lock ed" above it
and it will look great:

If you don't want to paint locking image yourself, you can download this and other locking images here:
http://astrumsoft.com/compzal/en/locking-images.php.
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"Disabling k eyboard/mouse" is selected when you'd like to lock (or disable) keyboard and mouse
instead of showing popup window. Keyboard is locked except special combos like CTRL-ALT-DEL and
mouse clicks are ignored (it will still continue moving).
We've reviewed all the common settings and for many of cafes additional customizations are not needed.
You can skip the rest of the chapter and proceed to the final customizations.
"Reminders" button allows to setup remaining time notifier. I.e. reminding messages shown to clients
(most of cafes don't have to change these settings):

It is convenient to setup client hotkey that he will use to observe remaining time (or the time he have
already spent). You are not allowed to use F12 as it is reserved by Microsoft Windows.
You can disable sending of "min" w ord from server to client. Use server program, Settings->Automation button. It can be
useful w hen server and client programs use different localizations.

You can change the size of the font used for reminder messages. 50 is average size, 10 small, 100 very
big. 0 is default value (small).
Pressing "Automation" allows to configure several useful functions that client program can apply
automatically:
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"Kill hl.exe task if 'cdhack ' detected" - useful function for game clubs allowing to detect cheating
program 'cdhack' for Half Life game. In case 'cdhack' detected, game will be ended automatically.
"Hide 'Run' button when loading file in Internet Explorer" - possibility to deny starting files when opening
link in Internet Explorer. It works for Internet Explorer 6, 7, 8 (English and Russian). It doesn't work for
Internet Explorer 10. Allows to protect clients PC from installing harmful applications by clients. After
clicking on download link you will see only 'Save' and 'Cancel' buttons. 'Run' will be hidden.

"Restore wallpapers after pressing stop" - some clients change desktop wallpapers, for example, by
using Internet Explorer context menu "Set as Back ground". After enabling this feature and exiting client
setup, program saves current wallpaper settings and will restore them each time client finishes his work
(after pressing 'Stop' button on indicator). Program doesn't support wallpapers the are changed
automatically in Windows 7 - it will restore the image that was active when exiting client program setup.
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"Close Chrome and delete Cook ies file at the end of session" - when customer finishes work, Chrome to
be closed and its Cookies file deleted that will automatically log out from Facebook etc.
"Close Steam and log in to anonymous account (log out from current)" - in case your customers come
to play games using their own Steam account, at the end of their work Steam will log out and log in as
anonymous.
In order to save time and not set up these settings for every client computer separately, you can enable
these settings at once in security settings of server program, "other" tab.
"Executable (script, .bat) work ing during idle state (when not lock ed)" - allows doing any useful job for
computer, when it is locked (not used by clients). As soon as computer is unlocked, given application
will be stopped.
"Delay before launch after lock ing (seconds)" - if you would like to postpone application launch so it will
not affect current game of the client that he wants to continue.
"Lock PC when lost connection with server after (minutes, greater or equal 2)" - allow to enter amount of
minutes after which client computer will be locked after disconnection with server computer. Function
doesn't work when computer was rented with payment at the end of work. Type 0 if you don't like to use
this function.
"Exceptions for function 'Kill previously launched processes after pressing "Stop" - you can configure
skip given programs or folders when automatically closing programs on time out (function enabled in
settings - automation of server program). System sound may disappear on some systems
as its sound driver was closed. Sometimes custom desktop replacement are closed:

Program contains standard Windows Registry editor to customize most useful for Internet Cafe settings.
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Some settings may significantly protect client computer from harmful actions of customers (Removal of
item Run, Concealment of icons of disk s,...).
Warning! Be careful with these options and change them one by one, monitor the result (to apply
settings you have to reboot the PC). Do it after you connected client program to server program as there
is possibility to disable all restrictions from server program.
If you don't know the details it is better to avoid changing these options.
Press "Windows Registry" button:

Pay attention to "File" menu item. It allows to save and load settings package. It is useful to setup some
client computer, save its settings to file, copy them to another client computer, load and apply.
Pressing "Rental agreement" allows to setup showing of rental agreement on client computer. This
document is shown at the beginning of work of client. After reading agreement, client should press on "
Agree" button (or document will be closed automatically in 5 minutes). Rental agreement file should be
created as RTF file. You can create it in Wordpad or Microsoft Word. After finishing entering text, save it
as RTF file (file with .rtf extension):
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Final customizations
You have completed client program setup (SetupClient2.exe), did all the customizations you want.
Press "OK" button. Client program settings will close and client program will be started automatically
(you can start it manually by launching Client2.exe). Locking popup window will appear (if you had
selected this locking type). Server computer program should show green connection square with client
computer. Everything described should work, otherwise please read setup chapter again.
Attention! You should disable "Sleep" mode of computer for all the client computer. It confuses normal
program workflow. Display sleep is the only allowed. Don't forget to disable time synchronization via
internet of all client computers and admin computer.
Windows XP operation system users should disable Fast User Switching. To do that: Control
Panel->User Accounts->Change the way users log on or off. Untick "Use Fast User
Switching" checkbox.
[Legacy functionality that you lik ely don't need, 32 bit systems only] If you would like to use internet
traffic control, please read "Setting up traffic control driver".
Please proceed to desired chapter:
[Legacy functionality, Windows XP only] Setting up network filter
Easy way to lock internet using inet.bat
Starting work

4.7

Client program setup for regular clients
It is possible to configure client programs, so regular clients, that purchased time cards in advance, were
able to occupy the computer themselves and start work without asking operator.
At the moment, such possibility is available for the locking mode "Window on separate Desk top".
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To start work, client enters his username and password, selects Games or Internet, selects how many
minutes he would like to spend from his balance and press "Start".
To start work in timer mode (minutes will be subtracted from his balance when he finish work) he selects
"Balance-timer" in drop list or simply press "Start-timer" button.
To check his balance, client can press "Balance" button.
At the end of his work, when computer is locked, it is possible to clean up personal data (like username)
using "Cleanup data" button.

4.8

Easy way to lock internet using inet.bat
Warning, it is legacy functionality. Nowadays almost nobody configures client computers to not have the
access to Internet in games mode. You likely will skip reading this manual chapter.
This chapter describes easy way to setup internet locking in games mode (or when computer is free).
More accurate setup is possible using embedded in program network filter (though, majority of cafes
don't need it).
Program starts external program named inet.bat when switches between working modes (free,
games, internet, time out). It is started both on client and admin program. It is hard to implement the
program that can lock internet compatible with all cafes so program doesn't include it. You should create
this program (inet.bat) yourself (or ask local engineer to do that for you).
Recommended configuration:create inet.bat in the client program installation folder of each client
computer. Use the example below "for client computers". Don't need to create this file for admin
computer.

For admin computer:
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Even though it is usually done using client computers only (they lock their internet themselves), it is
possible to setup internet locking on admin computer.
Admin program changes its working mode by starting inet.bat with two parameters:
First parameter - computer number, starting with 1
Second paramter - mode number (0 - disable internet, 1 - games, 2 - internet)
For example, when program needs to allow internet for computer 10 it calls external program:
inet.bat 10 2
Using the information above you can create inet.bat for your cafe that will enable/disable internet
using your unique cafe configuration. You should create this file in the admin program installation folder
(together with ComputerZal.exe file).

For client computers:
To simplify internet enable/disable implementation, client program calls external program inet.bat
when switches between working modes. Client version of inet.bat accepts only one parameter
'operating mode':
0 - disable internet
1 - games mode
2 - internet mode
Sample implementation:
IF %1==0 GOTO OFF
IF %1==1 GOTO GAMES
IF %1==2 GOTO INET
GOTO QUIT
:OFF
route delete 0.0.0.0
GOTO QUIT
:GAMES
route delete 0.0.0.0
GOTO QUIT
:INET
route add 0.0.0.0 mask 0.0.0.0 192.168.0.1
GOTO QUIT
:QUIT
Replace 192.168.0.1 with your Default Gateway used by client computer to access internet. The idea to
delete default gateway when it is needed to disable internet (including games mode) and restore it when
computer was rented for internet.
You should create inet.bat in the client program installation folder (i.e. together with Client2.exe,
SetupClient2.exe).
Some program users additionally restart DHCP client service:
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:INET
route add 0.0.0.0 mask 0.0.0.0 192.168.0.1
net stop Dhcp
net stop Dnscache
net start Dhcp
net start Dnscache
GOTO QUIT
:QUIT

4.9

Setting up network filter
Warning, it is legacy functionality. Nowadays almost nobody configures client computers to not have the
access to Internet in games mode. You likely will skip reading this manual chapter.
Client programs working on Windows XP/2003 allow you to use embedded network filter. Unfortunately,
this method was disabled in WIndows Vista/7/8 and above. We are working on replacement of this
method. Using it, you can deny internet usage in games mode, accurately configure differentiation of
games and internet modes. To setup its network filter rules, start client program setup (
SetupClient2.exe) and press "Network filter setup" button. Then, you should enable network filter by
checking corresponding tick.
Warning! This functionality requires serious network administration skills and could require help of
experienced network administrator.
That is how network filter window looks like:
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Network filter can be customized for three modes: free, games and internet. Rules can be entered,
edited and reordered by pressing corresponding buttons at the top of the window. Rules are processed
from top to bottom. Example above shows nine rules. First eight rules allows (forward) network packets
using all protocols for program ports 850..853. Last rule blocks all the rest of network traffic. I.e. when
computer was not paid for, nothing except client program will work.
Using this functionality you can accurately setup a set of network rules for your cafe. If it is needed,
allow games to use network, but deny Internet Explorer (TCP ports 80, 3128, 21 etc) and other
programs. You can type all the IP addresses of allowed game servers, ports used by games.
Network rules are stored in file CZ2IPF.cfg. You don't have to setup it for each client computer
separately. You should just copy this file from the computer that you had set up to the rest of client
computers (to the folder of client program).

4.10

Setting up traffic control driver
Warning, it is legacy functionality. Nowadays almost nobody charges customers for the amount of
information downloaded from Internet. It is supported by 32 bit Windows only. You likely will skip reading
this manual chapter.
Program allows to account network traffic used by clients. This chapter describes traffic control driver
setup. You should install it on each client computer.
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Warning, in Windows Vista, you should disable IPv6 protocol that conflicts with traffic control driver:
disable corresponding network connection, remote IPv6 checkmark, enable network connection.
You can find traffic control driver in the directory where you have installed client program, in the
TRAFCTRL sub-folder. By default it is: C:\Program Files\Internet Cafe\CLIENT\TRAFCTRL.
Remember this folder location, you will use it soon.
We will describe driver setup steps for Windows XP. Other operation system steps should be similar.
Double click "Start->Settings->Network Connections":

Find your local network connection. Right click and open its properties:
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Press "Install", choose"Service":

Press "Add":
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Press "Have Disk ...":

Press "Browse..." and choose the directory containing traffic control driver (files are: astrumfw.sys,
netsf.inf, netsf_m.inf - see above):
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Press "Open":

Press "OK":
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Press "ОК":

Press "Continue Anyway", then "Continue Anyway" for each window that will appear until you get final
step screen:
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You've successfully installed network traffic control driver. Proceed to the chapter describing traffic
control operations.
In case your system is incompatible with our driver, you can remove it by rebooting operation system in
SAFE MODE (helps when OS is unable to boot normally).
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Working with program
This chapter describes operation with installed program.
Choose the chapter you are interested in:
Starting work
Work with indicators
Remote computer functions
Main window functions
Security settings and program automation
Program reports
Work with regular clients
Selling cards to regular clients
Customer control panel
Reservation
Game consoles control
VR headset blocking
Control via internet
Print control
Mining crypto currencies using client computers
Virtual terminal support like Aster
Remote control (Android)
Automation (XML-RPC)
Automation (COM interface)
Traffic control
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Starting work
Before reading this chapter you had to install and configure server client programs. Server program has a
connection with clients (connection squares are green). Lets start working with program.
You work with program mostly on server computer. Every day (or working shift) you start server program
by either using:
Internet Cafe shortcut on desktop
Start->Programs->Internet Cafe->Internet Cafe
Start ComputerZal.exe
Right after the launch, it asks password to start program:

You have entered it once when installed client program (to check that client connects to server). If it is
first launch of admin program, you should create it and type:

Write it down so you will not forget it. This password will be asked each time you start server program or
when you lock it when going away for some time:
Right after entering password the window of creating/finishing work shift shows up:
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The workflow is the following: operator starts his work shift by launching server program, enters
password to enter it, enters working shift name (for example, his first name), presses "Create work shift"
then "Start program". Operates with program. When his work shift is over he closes program and
accepts proposal to finish work shift. Work shift is any time interval. It is not obligatory for work shift to
start and finish at the same day. It lasts from its start to its finish any period of time (hours or days).
If you set up client programs using this manual, you have already created dummy work shift "test". If
not, create new work shift by entering its name, for example "Ruslan":
userful advice

Press "Create work shift":
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Then "Start program":

Server program has successfully started. All the connection squares are green:
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In case one of the squares is still red, please proceed to the server and client setup chapters.
Lets start investigating program. Top part of the main program window consist of rectangular areas
called indicators. Each indicator corresponds to the client computer (or game console) in your cafe. For
example, indicator 2 corresponds to client computer number 2:

Major program operations like renting computer usage time, choosing game/Internet mode are done
using buttons on the indicator.
You can rename the default tariff names (Games, Internet) in security settings, interface tab.
Enter current cost per hour of games at the left bottom part of the main window:
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Switch to the "Night" tab and enter night mode hours inteval. For example, enter numbers 23 and 5, if
your night mode lasts from 23 (11PM) to 5 (5AM). Enter cost per night of games and night of internet:

If you use "Half-night" mode, enter the cost per half-night of games and internet. Some cafes use
exactly half price of night mode and set "Use half of the night price" checkmark:

Lets study simple operations. Assume new client came to cafe. He would like to rent a client computer
for 1 hour of internet. All the computers are free and we decided to propose him computer number 1. For
this purpose, on the indicator 1 we select "Internet". Then selecting from drop down list number 60 (i.e.
60 minutes):
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Press "Start" button:

Indicator changed its status from "Free" to "Internet". The countdown has begun for the client (you can
see it below "Discount" label, i.e. 1hr left). 1 line below you can see "11:08" - time when client will finish
his work (paid time to work in the Internet is out)
Computer number one has been unlocked and client starts to work. Operator can press "Statistics"
button and observe that new payment record was added to statistics report:
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By pressing "Main report" button (bottom right of main window), admin can observe "main report":
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5 minutes prior to the end of work, voice version of program, using speakers of server or headphones of
client, says: "Computer 1 you have 5 minutes remaining":

Assume client doesn't want to prolong his paid time. When his time is out, his computer is locked
(using locking popup window or by disabling keyboard/mouse). Voice version of the program says "
Computer 1 your time is out". Indicator shows status "Time out":

Admin hears reminding signal that time is out and presses "Stop" button to reset indicator to its initial
(free) state:
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Starting with version 4.45, if customer wasn't using post-paid mode or doesn't have pay debt (for
additional service), "Time Out" status is skipped and computer automatically becomes "Free". No need
for operator to press "Stop".
This way admin operates during his work shift. When his work shift finishes, he presses button to close
program. Program asks operator whether he sure or not:

Then asks to finish work shift:

Operator press "Yes" and server program closes. When next operator starts his work shif,t he starts
program, creates work shift works similarly.
You've studied basic steps of operating with program, proceed to "Work with indicators" chapter.

5.2

Work with indicators
This chapter describes work with indicator in details. Each indicator shows the current state of
corresponding client computer in cafe. Demo version of the program has 4 indicators only (and it is the
only difference with full version of the program). Lets observe one in details:
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This indicator corresponds to the client computer 1. At the top left corner button with exclamation mark
is located (it changes its icon to asterix when computer is in use by regular client). The purpose of this
button is to show additional functions corresponding to this indicator (they will be reviewed later in this
chapter).
Connection with client computer indicator is located at top right corner. Its color is green and it means
that connection with client computer established, i.e. client computer is under control of server
computer. It normally should have green color. There are only few cases when it is red:
Client program (Client2.exe) has not been started on the client computer or it was not correctly
configured or disabled
Client computer is rebooting or was shut down
Connection with client computer indicator can be red with exclamation mark on it. It means that client
computer is ON, but client program is OFF. It also can be seen in control via Internet (exclamation mark
before computer name). Every 2 minutes the record is added to statistics report "computer is work ing,
but client program is switched off (no connection)". It can be a sign of cheat by operator for cafe owner
(explicitly disabled client program).
Operator should constantly check that connection with all client computers present and in case of
disconnection to restore it.
useful advice
Client computers are automatically locked after disconnection with server (when paid time is off).
Lets continue. Below you can see "Internet" label. It means current computer state. There are many
states including "Free", "Games", "Internet", "Time out", "Timer games", "Timer internet". When client
computer is in the "Free" or in the "Time out" state it is locked. I.e. client computer is showing
message "Computer lock ed. Please do not touch k eyboard, mouse" and it is locked. It is impossible to
use the computer before payment is done.
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Below you can see a window for entering rent interval. You should enter number of minutes client likes to
rent a computer. It is not obligatory to type number of minutes, you can choose from drop down list. It
contains "20, 30, 40, 60, 120, Timer, Night, Half-night". You are allowed to enter payment using hour
and minutes using colon character, for example entering "1:30" means to rent client computer for 1 hour
and 30 minutes. Entering "Night" (or $$$) means payment using "night" tariff. It will be calculated the
rent of computer prior to night (using regular tariff) plus night mode (using night mode cost). It is possible
to pay for half-night (you can customize the cost but the duration is exactly half of the previously
customized night). After you entered the rent duration, you should select payment mode ("Games" or "
Internet"), enter discount and press "Start" button. Client computer is unlocked for a given period of time
and a record describing this event is added to report.
By selecting Timer (or by typing 't' or "T" character) and pressing "Start" button, you start timer mode
(post-paid). In this mode, computer is unlocked and it is possible for client to work until operator presses
"Stop" button. After pressing "Stop" button, operator can observe payment amount in the window for
entering time interval. He takes corresponding payment from client. Pay attention that this amount will
be calculated according to the cost that was current at the moment of timer start. I.e. before starting
timer mode you should select between "Games" and "Internet", discount and double check current cost
per hour.
You can select timer mode for computer that is already working in timer mode. Previous timer mode will
be stopped, its payment will be saved to debt, new timer mode will be started. When client finishes its
work, admin press "Stop" and see total payment in the window for entering time interval. It is convenient
when user doesn't know how long he likes to play games and how long to work in Internet, but likes to
switch between these modes and pay at the end. It is allowed to occupy client computer that works in
timer mode for a given number of minutes. Timer will be stopped and corresponding number of minutes
will start count down. Timer mode payment will be saved to debt and showed to operator after pressing "
Stop". Client can pay the debt before the end of his paid time.
You can enter payment sum instead of rent duration. To differentiate from rent duration you should use
dot or comma. For example, entering 30 means 30 minutes; 30. means $30; 30, means $30; 30.0
means $30; 30.5 means $30.5. By using discount when entering payment sum, the duration of work
session is increased. I.e. discount of 50% will increase time duration by 1.5. Take a look at discount
applying mode in security settings.
After entering amount of time and pressing "Start" button this button is changed to "Pause". It allow
pausing client work without charging him (client computer is locked, he is unable to continue work). It is
often used when clients wants a smoke break or receive a phone call. If you don't want to use this
function, disable it in security settings.

To pause client computer you should have the empty field for entering amount of time. When it is not
empty, button changes to "Start". To continue work (unpause) press "Start" button.
Any time before the end of paid time or after it, client is able to pay extra (prolong rent time). Paying
extra similar to regular payment. Payment interval is entered to indicator and "Start" button is pressed.
Additional time is added to the end previous time interval.
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It is possible to rent a client computer for fixed amount of time, but pay at the end of the work. It is
useful, for example, when customer wants to pay extra for one more hour, but unable to leave computer.
In this case, operator adds exclamation mark before payment interval. After pressing "Stop", operator
observes clients debt. Client is able to pay the debt before end of his work too. For example, if you
would like to unlock computer for client for one hour with payment at the end, you enter !60:

Indicator is highlighted in blue:

At the end of the work, after pressing "Stop" operator observes payment sum:

You can customize the drop list with amount of time. By-default it is: 20, 30, 40, 60, 120, Timer, Night,
Half-night:

You can edit this list in security settings, interface tab. Previously you had to manually create file
combotime.cfg with lines corresponding to values in drop list. Now this file is created automatically
and edited using settings.
You can allocate free time amount (without payment) on the client computer. It doesn't mean without
control. Free time is accounted in report separately. To do that, you should keep pressing "SHIFT"
keyboard button before pressing "Start" or type * (asterix) before amount of time. You have to select or
enter the reason for free work:
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You can change the default list of reasons by creating text file freestings.cfg in the server part install
folder. Each line of it is possible free reason. For example:
cafe owner
VIP person Bob Smith
VIP person John Doe
computer setup by operator

Indicator of client computer working without payment is highlighted in red:

useful advice
Initiating free of charge work should be done using keeping SHIFT button or adding asterix before time
amount. You should NOT use 100% discount.
It is sometimes practiced to add few free minutes "for computer setup". To configure this feature, press
"Settings", "Free time to customize PC". Enter required amount of time (assume 3) and press "OK".
After that free 3 minutes for computer setup will be added to paid time. If you will keep pressing CTRL
when press "Start", time for setup will NOT be added.
Just below the field where you enter time amount, the "Start" and "Stop" buttons are located. "Start"
button is pressed when your customer comes and you want to unlock his computer for paid amount of
time or want to prolong his work. You can press ENTER instead of "Start". You can press TAB to move
to the next indicator, ESC to cleanup indicator.
"Stop" is pressed when customers paid time is out, he don't want to prolong it or when he leaves earlier
(the rest of payment is not returned). For example, night of games was rented, customer decides to
leave one hour earlier - you press "Stop" to finish his work and lock the PC. You are also pressing "Stop
" to finish timer (post-paid) work.
Below you can see two radio buttos for selecting tariff: Games or Internet. You should choose it before
pressing "Start".
Below you can see discount entering field. Discount can be positive and negative. Negative discount was
implemented to increase payment for two customers using single PC. You can use discount -100% to
double charge.
Below you can see the number of minutes left (timer mode shows spent minutes). When paid time is
out, client computer is locked and you see the "Free" status. In case of post-paid mode or customer had
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a pay debt, the "Time Out" status shows up. Minutes will run to negative that gives possibility to know
how long the time was out. In case customer decides to pay extra, the additional time will be added to
the end of previous payment interval. In case you want to add new time interval starting current time, you
should press "Stop", then enter amount of time and press "Start".
useful advice
Below you can see when customer will finish his work. In case client computer is free, you see the "
dash" here. When in timer mode, it shows start time when you initiated timer.
The bottomless button is "Statistics". Pressing it will open program for "Reviewing/analyzing/printing
reports" (LOG3View.exe or Start->Programs->Internet Cafe->Report View), where you can observe
reports by given client computer, for the current work shift. You will read more about reports later.
Lets observe the indicator menu that you can open by pressing button with exclamation mark. When
you work with regular client, this button is showing asterix:

Pressing this button opens the following menu:
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In case client computer is not connected to server, that menu look like:

Lets review each function of that menu.

"Change seat/transfer time to another computer" button
Allows moving customer to another free computer (assume, his original computer doesn't have the
required game installed), allows swapping customers, give the rest or part of time to another customer.
Assume we would like to move the customer from computer 7 to another free computer (assume
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computer 7 has broken headphones. Press "!" on indicator 7, press "Change seat/transfer time to
another computer". The following window appear:

Busy computers are yellow, free - green. Press green button, for example, 9:

If you would like to move all the time, press "Change seat to computer 9", if you would like transfer part
of time, press bottom button.
You can swap customer on computer 7 with customer on computer 4. Press "!", then "Change seat/
transfer time to another computer", then press button "4":

Select "Swap seats with computer 4".
In case customer on computer 7 decides to finish and give the rest of his paid time to his friend, assume
sitting on computer number 4, operator does the same sequence as he did for swapping, but in the last
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dialog choose "Transfer remaining time to computer 4":

"Make a note in report" button
Allows operator to make any notes in report. For example, operator can make a note that given
computer has broken headphones (to replace them later):

You can find a note in "Statistics" report:

"Rename indicator" button
Allows renaming indicator numbers to strings. For example, assume you want indicators 14, 15, 16 to
be called VIP-1, VIP-2, VIP-3. Press "Rename indicator" button and enter new indicator name:
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Now you main screen will look:

"Additional services (POS)" button
Allows accounting any additional services (POS, Point of Sale), like printing, scanning, burning CD's,
selling coffee or sandwiches. Program doesn't phisically calculate actually scanned sheets or burnt
CD's, but just adds the spent amount to main report.
After you press "Additional services (POS)" button":
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Just after you installed server program, the additional services list is empty and you should fill it. Press "
Service editor":

Press "Add" button and enter item (service) name, price for 1 item:

It is useful to enter some letter or number at the beginning of service item name (in this case it is "2."), it
can be used for quick service item search.
You should enter price for one service item (like 1 burnt CD, 1 sandwich, 1 cup of coffee).
"Allowed to order from client computer" - allows to mark service as allowed to order directly from client
computer.
In case the amount of items of service (chocolate bars, tea bags) is limited in stock, uncheck the
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"Unlimited amount" and enter the required number. Software will not allow operator
to sell more then available in stock. To refill, simply edit service again.
Below is the sample of filled additional services list:

Assume, customer sitting on computer number 4 would like to print 15 black/white sheets. On the 4th
indicator menu select "Additional services (POS)", service item "Printing A4 B/W" and number of items
15:

Set the "To pay later" tick in case customer wants to pay at the end of working session.
Field "To pay" shows the sum that customer should pay: $3.00.
Please also read the advice for quick additional services selection.

"Regular client" button
Allows accounting of regular clients (customers who have personal account in your cafe). More details in
the chapter "Work with regular clients".
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"Return the rest of the payment" button
Assume customer rented computer for 1 hour of work in Internet. He paid for 60 minutes of work, but
after about 30 minutes he received a phone call and he had to leave earlier. How to return him the cost of
remaining time? Use "Return the rest of the payment" button. Pressing it pops up the window showing
the amount of cash that should be returned to customer:

Returning the rest of payment in pricing block mode tries to find the closest pricing block (to apply
maximum discount for the client). If not found, uses cost per hour tariff.
You can set the minimal sum for return the rest of payment, you can also deny transferring part of time
when pricing block mode.
Window that proposes to return the rest of payment automatically closes in 20 seconds if operator was
idle.

"Pay off debt" button
Sometimes customer would like to pay at the end of work session, sometime customer prolongs time,
but unable to pay immediately and tells "30 minutes more, I will pay later".
That sum is accounted as debt. At the end of work, when operator presses "Stop", the debt is added to
indicator:

Customer allowed to pay off debt before the end of work. Operator should press "Pay off debt" button of
indicator menu. The following window will appear:
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Operator observes the debt, accepts payment from customer and press "OK".

"Change last operation" button
Allows operator to change last erroneously entered operation or invalidate it. For example, you have a
customer who would like to have 1 hour of games. Operator, erroneously selected Internet instead of
Games and pressed "Start":

Operator needs to change to Games. It is easy. Enter indicator menu and press "Change last operation"
button. The following window appear:

Left part of the window shows operation that you are editing, right - what you are able to change. In this
case you can change original number of minutes, work mode (Games or Internet), discount and free
computer customization time. As we did a mistake in work mode, switch Internet to Games:
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Press "OK":

Computer switches to "Games" mode. Pay attention that Games\Internet radio button is still in "Internet
" mode. Its position affects only future operations.
Change last operation window automatically closes in case of 30 seconds of idle operator.
useful advice
Change last operation window also allows invalidate operation. For example, operator accidentally
pressed "Start" and unlocked computer. It is not possible for operator to cheat using invalidate function
as all the time that passed from operation start will be accounted as free of charge time in main report.
You can invalidate operation in the same window as changing last operation, but instead of pressing "OK
", operator should press "Invalidate":
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"Fine" button
Sometimes operator had to find customer for unworthy behavior, swearing. When paying for fixed amount
of time, customer will work less minutes (operator selects this amount). Timer (post-paid) mode will
force customer to pay more (like he worked more minutes). It is easy to fine customer. Just press "Find"
button in indicator menu and enter reason:

Press "OK" button and customer will be fined. In case it was a timer mode, indicator will show a number
of already worked minutes plus fine minutes:

"Remote computer functions" button
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Allows different operations with remote computer of client: reboot, shutdown, view working processes,
kill processes, send text message, sound volume control, observe client desktop etc.
This button changes to "Switch computer on" when there is no connection to client computer.

"Switch computer on" button
Allows power on client computer using special command via local network. In order for client computer
to react on this command when it is powered off and power on, it should support Wake On Lan
functionality. It is supported by most of modern computers, but you have to enable it. Unfortunately each
computer vendor implements its differently, but we will provide a recommendation.
Some computers require enabling Wake-On-Lan in BIOS. Each BIOS implements it differently, it can
look like:
Wake On Lan - enable
or:

In this case it is assumed that network card is inserted in PCI slot. When computer is powered off, its
motherboard actually receives some power and is waiting for "magic packet" of data that forces
computer to "power on".
If you have any settings related to Wake-On-Lan, choose "Wak e on magic pack et".
Some computers require adjusting network card settings in device manager:
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Your client computers should have something similar.
After pressing "Switch computer on" the following window will appear:

In case the MAC address you see don't correspond to client computer network card:
Double check that server program was connected to client at least once
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In case the client computer is not powered on, the following are possible causes:
BIOS is not configured for WOL (Wake On Lan)
Network card properties in device manager are not configured
WOL packet that server computer sends was captured / filtered out by firewall or antivirus software
Client computer should we powered of using normal WIndows button (or server program command). If
you will switch off client computer using power off button on case, it will not wake up.
Proceed to "Remote computer functions", to learn more about it.

5.3

Remote computer functions
Each indicator menu has a very useful function "Remote computer functions":

You can see this button when connection with client computer is established (connection indicator is
greed). When there is no connection, the button "Switch computer on" is shown instread. You can left
click on green connection indicator for quick access to this function.
You can manage client computers: reboot, shutdown, log off, kill / view working processes (programs),
send text message, control sound volume, observe remote desktop etc:
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Lets review each function separately:

Shutdown, Reboot, Log off buttons
Allow reboot, shutdown or log off client computer. It can be useful as operator don't have to leave server
computer, walk to the client computer and manually operate with it.
"Log off" is useful for virtual terminals.

Kill active process button
Allows terminate process (program) that is currently in use by customer (client computer). For example,
operator observes that customer changes something using registry editor (that can be harmful for client
computer) and decides to close it. Operator press "Kill active process":

Accept it to close registry editor on client computer.
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Process list button
Allows review list of processes (program) launched on client computer and kill (close) them. You can
see the system process ID (or PID), process name, weight and path to executable:

What is process weight? It is security level of launched program:
Weight=4,
Weight=3,
Weight=2,
Weight=1,

dangerous, can be harmful for computer, for example, "regedit" (registry editor). In red color
unknown, in black color
safe (internet browser), in green color
system, in blue color

Operator is able to sort process list by clicking any column. For example, "weight" allows to focus on
most dangerous programs launched on client computer.
If you like the idea of new process list or have ideas of improving it, changing dangerous or safe list contact us.
Program doesn't show system processes by default (checkmark "System" in unchecked).
To kill process, select it from the list and press "Kill" button. You are not allowed to terminate system
processes or those that have protection against it (for example, some LineAge II game versions).
Pressing "Modules" shows the list of DLL's used by corresponding program. It allows catching spy,
harmful and cheating programs, for example: cdhack.dll for HALFLIFE game):
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Send text message button
You can send a text message to the customer working on client computer. In order to do that, press "
Send text message" button and enter text:

Press "OK". Customer receives it:
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Some full screen games will not allow to show this message over them.

Remaining time message button
You can show the remaining time for customers (or spent time in timer mode). This function should be
enabled for each client computer separately. In order to do that, you should press "Remaining time
message button", select "Enable remaining time message", set show interval in seconds (if needed):

Remaining time message will show up in top left part of the screen for 3 seconds after each time interval
that you set. If you set check on "Remind 5 minutes prior to the end of paid time", the message will
appear when there is less then 5 minutes remaining only. You can configure remaining message look in
the client program setup.
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That is how it looks like on the client computer:

In case customer don't want to see this message, you can always disable it.
Operator is able to force show the remaining time message to the customer by right clicking in the
indicator where you see the remaining time (or time spent in timer mode) and accept your selection in
popup window.
You can also setup the hotkey for the customer so he will be able to immediately show this message.
Take a look at "Customer control panel".

Sound volume control button
Operator is able to remotely adjust sound volume on customers computer, set standard (average)
settings (can be configured in server program):
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You should adjust slider position and press "Apply selected sound volume settings".
Warning, Windows Vista/7 disable Wave level so it is ignored. Use only "Master sound volume".

Remote desktop button
Remove desk top - is highly demanded function that allows observe the remote desktop of customer
during his work:
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You can resize the window and adjust "Quality". Decreasing "Refresh" value increases the update
frequency, but adds more traffic to your LAN.
You can save the screenshot by pressing "Save JPG"
Mouse clicks within the image are sent to client computer so you can do simple actions like start
program or close program.
Left list allows switching between client computers.

Traffic control button
Warning, it is legacy functionality. Nowadays almost nobody charges customers for the amount of
information downloaded from Internet. It is supported by 32 bit Windows only.
Allows observing network traffic counter of client computer (in case you've installed traffic control driver
and configured server program):
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You can observe the realtime counter values all network traffic filters you configured (in this case All
traffic, Internet, Local network). Each traffic is sepated into: Total (in/out), TCP, UDP, ICMP.
Counters show traffic values that passed via network filters since you've installed network traffic control
driver (not the current working session of customer).
In order to show the current session traffic, you should switch to "during current session":
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Current session shows counters in exactly megabytes (byte accuracy is not needed).
If that window is not open, be sure that traffic control driver is setup, there is a link with client compuer
and traffic rules are the same for server and client.

Computer configuration button
Allows to see current client computer hardware configuration (HDD, Video Adapter, CPU, Memory
amount):

It is possible to deny observing client hardware configuration in security settings.
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In case the "block USB device connection" is enabled, the computer configuratino window look like:

In case you will remove the tick from "USB device connections are block ed" and press "OK", for the
current customer session (before operator press "Stop" indicator button), it is allowed to insert USB
devices (USB flash drives, mouses,...). In case security settings has a cost of this operation, it will be
proposed to charge customer:

To unblock without payment (for example, when operator has to setup computer), keep pressing SHIFT
in "Computer configuration" before pressing "OK". Corresponding security note will be added to reports.

Client program settings button
Allows to configure several client program settings remotely:

Lets review "Windows registry restrictions":
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Very useful function in case you've set up windows registry restrictions in client program setup:

Allows to disable and enable all restrictions in a single click. Program automatically restarts windows
desktop as it is required for applying most of settings (some settings require PC reboot).
Recommended to use with "Removal of item Run", "Concealment of icons of disk s" as you may not
even have possibility to launch client setup program (everything will be hidden).
Useful when operator needs to configure client computer.
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Continue to "Main window functions".

5.4

Main window functions
Top part of main server program window contains indicators. Operator uses them to work with
customers. Lets review the rest of functions accessible from the main screen, but wasn't described
before::

Calculator
In the lower left corner of main window there are tabs: "Tariffs", "Night", "Half-night" and "Calculator".
We've already reviewed "Tariffs", "Night" and "Half-night" in "Starting work" chapter. Take a look at
calculator tab:
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It is useful when operator quickly needs to calculate how much time the customer will work by paying
some amount or how much he should pay to work given number of minutes. For example, customer
wants to know how much he should pay for 90 minutes of games.
Enter 90 to the left of "game min" field. You can see that it cost $4.50. At the very bottom you can see "
Using discount" field where you can enter discount to be used for calculations. Calculator uses autodiscount feature when converting minutes to cost, but not backwards.

Locking server program
When operator needs to leave server computer, he can lock server program. To unlock it, he needs to
type 'enter program' password (that he types when server program launches). To lock program he should
click on "Lock " icon or simply press CTRL-L.:

About program, Information about software copy owner
The button with question mark is located near "minimize", "maximize" and "close":

Pressing it pops up windows that shows current program version, software developer contacts:
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Pressing "Information about software copy owner" shows detailed information about person purchased
our software (full version only):

That guaranties you that your copy of program is genuine, not stolen.

Buttons: Function, Settings, Help,
All statistics for today, Main report, Cash
Review bottom right of main window buttons:
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"All statistics for today" launches review reports program (LOG3View.exe) and shows statistics (all
program operation events) for all client computers of current work shift.
"Main report", launches the same program, but shows "main report" (billing table where you can find the
total sum received at current work shift, total time, time that client computers were without connection to
server, amount of free of charge time). You can find more details about reports in the chapter "Program
reports".
"Help" button opens user manual.
"Settings" button allows to configure the server software: set security settings, automation settings,
round up payment, pricing blocks and auto-discount and many more. More details in "Security settings
and program automation" chapter.
"Cash" button shows the amount of money that should be in cash desk (total earned in current working
shift):

"Issue cash" can be used when cafe owner needs to take part (or all) cash (daily profit for example):

In case customers have a debt (i.e. will pay at the end of the work), program shows total debt for all
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computers separately:

It is possible to deny issuing cash for operator, review cash amount in security settings.
Pressing "Function" button opens the following options:

"Computer occupation list" button
Pressing "Computer occupation list" button opens window that shows what computers are free, what are
busy and when they will become available, those that are in timer mode (post-paid, not clear when will
be available):
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The list is sorted. Free comptuers go first (1, 5, 9, 11). Then timed out (7), then pre-paid (3, 4, 8, 6), and
you can see when they will become free. Finally the post-paid (timer mode) computers (2, 10, 12) - not
clear when they will be available. You can event print this list put on the cafe door so customers will
know when there will be available computers.

"Reboot\Shutdown all computers" buttons
Allow to reboot and shutdown all client computers in a single click. You will be additionally asked if you
want to apply it for all or only free computers.

"Launched processes list" button
Shows the list of programs (processes) that are currently active on each client computer. The list
refreshes each second:
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Using this functionality operator can monitor what customers are using at the moment.

"Client versions check" button
"Client version check " button allows managing the client program installed on client computers (check
its integrity, upgrade to new version or repair it). It is recommended to do that occasionally.
After upgrading version of server program you have to upgrade client programs too. You don't need to
manually do that for each client computer. Just press "Function->Client versions check ->Update
software". All client programs will be upgraded automatically. It is very useful as doing it manually take a
lot of time. That is why you install client software on server computer too (so you will be able to
distribute it to client computers).
When updating client program you can receive a message about problem of updating "offer.dll" file.
Unfortunately we didn't a find a method of updating this file at runtime (need to stop client program,
reboot, then overwrite it). Good news that this file is changed rarely and you likely can ignore this
message.

"Client computer configuration control" button
You can control the hardware of client computers (HDD, Display Adapter, CPU, Memory). Cafe owner is
able to save current list of hardware and anytime check if nothing was changed (stolen):
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The work flow is the following:
Cafe owner press "Save configuration" and server program requests/remembers the hardware list
installed on each client computer. This list will be compared to current state later. Access to this
function is usually disabled in security settings for operator.
"Check configuration" button is used by cafe owner or administrator (or operator) to check if client
computer hardware was not changed (nothing was stolen). In case something was changed and
finding reasons, you can press "Save configuration" to remember new state.
After upgrading hardware of client computers (HDD, Video Adapter, CPU or Memory) you should press
"Save configuration" (usually as administrator).
"Show configurations" displays current hardware configurations of each client computer. You can copy
and print them if needed from that window.

"Regular clients database" button
You can create user accounts for customers who visits you cafe often. "Regular clients database"
button allows add, edit or delete regular clients. You can review information about them, group by some
criteria (for example, to set automatic discount). Read more about it in "Work with regular clients"
chapter.

"Reservation" button
Allows to reserve (book) computers for customers. More details about it in "Reservation" chapter.
Continue to "Security settings and automation" chapter. This chapter is very important for cafe owner.
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Security settings and program automation
This chapter describes how to configure server program, setup security settings. It is very important for
cafe owner.
Start by pressing "Settings" button on server program main window:

The following window pops up:

Server software works in either administrator (cafe owner, no limitations) or operator mode (restricted
functionality). You should edit security settings using administrator mode. Don't forget to switch back to
operator mode. In order to switch to administrator mode, press "Switch to administrator mode" button.
You will be asked to create and enter administrator (cafe owner) password:
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After switching to administrator mode, the button will show open lock (so you will not forget to switch to
operator mode) and button text will be "switch to operator mode".

"Security settings" button
Being in administrator mode, you can change security settings ("Settings->Security settings"). Most of
limitations that you will set to be applied after you switch back to operator mode. Start with "Tariffs,
discounts":

This tab allows denying edit of tariffs, discounts, free of charge time for customization and other settings.
Cafe owner can set these restrictions and be sure that operator works with correct settings and will not
change them.
When "deny changing discounts" is active, moving customer to another computer will not change
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discount value of indicator. When moving customer to another computer, the discount from source
indicator is copied to destination indicator. If you deny changing discounts, discount will not move
anymore and remain fixed on indicators. In case customer was using discount, it is preserved, but
doesn't visually change indicator. It guarantees that discounts entered by administrator (cafe owner) will
be tied to given client computers.
Deny changing additional services (POS) additionally controls changing them using external tools.
Security record will be added to statistics in case it was detected.
"Deny changing paid minutes when using discount", "Deny changing game/internet mode" - allow to limit
options available to operator when he changes current operation. Read more details about it here. You
can move customer from computer working in games mode to computer with internet mode selected
(and vice versa), when denied switching games/internet mode.
"Show 'Time out' status even without debt" - possibility to enable usage of "Time out" status even when
time out without debt. By default, at the end of customer working session, computer switches to "Free"
status. For some cafes it is not convenient as when using "Kill new processes after press Stop"
function, customer who wants to prolong time was unable to continue work in his previously opened
programs (they were terminated). Enabling this function can disturb regular client to occupy computer
until operator will press Stop.
"Time interval when it is allowed to invalidate or change operation (minutes)" - limits time when operator
is able to invalidate or change current operation (in minutes). Entering "0" will completely deny both
invalidate and change.
"Limit total number of free of charge minutes for work shift" - allows amount of minutes that operators
able to use free of charge during working shift. It is hard to control free of charge client computers usage
so it is easier to limit it.
"Minimal number of minutes to pay in the timer mode" - allows entering minimal number of minutes that
customer should pay for when using timer (post-paid) mode. Example: in case you've entered 10 here,
customer that spent only 5 minutes will anyway be charged for 10 minutes. Customer that spent 12
minutes will be charged for 12 minutes.
"Minimal sum of return of the rest of payment" - limits the minimal sum for return of the rest of payment.
It allows to stop returning small sums to customers.
You can choose one of three "Half-night" modes:
Half-night mode is finished after an interval equal to the half of the night
Half-night mode is finished exactly at the end of the first and the second half of the night - useful for
cafes where night is split to two equal parts. For example it lasts from 11PM to 7AM. Half-night from
11PM to 3AM and from 3AM to 7AM. In case customer starts at 1AM, his half-night will anyway finish
at 3AM. Use first option if you would like customer to work 4 hours (half of the night)
Server program uses 2 modes of applying discount when entering sum of cash (not minutes):
1) "When session opened using $-sum, discount is added to the hour price (normal mode)"
2) "When session opened using $-sum, discount is added to the time duration"
Example, cost per hour $5 and 70% discount.
Normal mode (1), when entering "60" to indicator, client will be charged for $1.5 ($5 - 70%).
When entering amount of cash 1.5, customer will work 60 minutes
When in mode (2), entering "60" to indicator, client will be charged for $1.5 (like in mode 1).
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Entering amount of cash 1.5, customer will work 30 minutes (i.e. without discount $1.5 it is 18 minutes,
plus 70% of additional time = 30 minutes).
It is usually (1) selected, but sometimes (2). Up to you.
Review "Passwords" tab:

You can change program startup password, administrator (cafe owner) password (security settings and
reports), operator password (to access reports), control via internet password. Password access for
reports can be enabled on "Reports" tab ("Enable reports protection"). By default, program doesn't ask
the password to view reports.
Review "Reports" tab:
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Tick "Enable reports protection" to activate report limitations and enable settings. After enabling it,
program will ask password when accessing reports. We recommend enabling it. Recommended
restrictions: Allow to open only current work shift reports (operator don't need to look into reports of his
colleagues), deny deleting database (it should be performed by cafe owner only), deny database restore
(operator is able to do back ups, but not restore them without asking cafe owner).
Below you can select reports available for administrator (cafe owner) and his operators. Administrator
can disable reports that he don't want to use. We recommend to disable reports for operators that are
not intended for them (for example: security report, rough mismatches,...). All the reports are accessible
for both administrator and operators by default.
Review "Clients database" tab:
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This tab allows to restrict actions in clients database (customers who often visit your cafe can provide
their personal info, create user acount, with login and password). Operator don't obligatory should be
able to change information about clients or delete them. You can also deny viewing information about
clients.
[Legacy functionality, you would better use Regular client window] "Client enters password before
unlock ing computer" allows regular client to enter password before working session, so operator will be
unable to use client account for third party. After setting up this tick, operator will not be able to use
client account without client who should enter his password on client computer. It is recommended to
also tick "deny changing information about client".
"Time percent added to referrer" - allows to set amount of percent from paid time that should be added
for free to referrer client balance (referrer is a person who recommended your cafe to his friend and now
receives work minutes to his balance each time his friend works). More details about it here.
Review "Traffic control" tab:
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Warning, it is legacy functionality. Nowadays almost nobody charges customers for the amount of
information downloaded from Internet. It is supported by 32 bit Windows only. You likely will skip reading
this manual chapter.
In order to charge customers for amount of information downloaded / uploaded from Internet, you should
tick "Use traffic control" check mark . Please also read "Setting up traffic control driver", general "Traffic
control" chapter.
"Deny edit traffic control rules" - is recommended to set after configuring traffic control (operators should
not change these rules).
If you don't like to account network traffic when in games mode, set "Do not use traffic control in games
mode". After that, for security reason, you will not be able to change operation from games to Internet,
add Internet operation after games (and vice versa). You will be able to select games or Internet for free
computers only or after pressing "Stop".
"Always show traffic amount even when payment sum is zero" - useful, when you need to observe free
traffic that don't exceed reasonable limits, observe game updates (like Steam).
You can choose charging strategy for used network traffic: maximal of incoming and outcoming, sum of
incoming and outcoming, only incoming.
You can disable network traffic control for selected client computers (by settings corresponding
checkboxes).
Review "Hardware control" tab:
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"Use printers controls" - enables printers controls, that are connected to server computer. Read more
details about it in separate chapter printers control.
"When USB device inserted/extracted by client, show warning message to operator" - allows operator to
control insertion/extraction of USB flash drives, USB mouses and other USB devices. USB flash drive
can be source of virus, mouse can simply be stolen. After setting it, operator will see a message
reporting that USB device was inserted or extracted. For example:

Means that customer working on client computer 3 had extracted USB Mouse cord (USB Input Device in
this case means mouse). It is useful function to avoid stealing hardware.
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"When USB device inserted/extracted by client, create security note in report" - enabled logging of
corresponding event in statistics report as security note.
"Block USB device connections" - make client computer to ignore/block inserted USB devices. After
customer inserted USB flash or another USB device, client program will lock its operations. Just below
is "Permit USB connection cost" field (you can charge customer to allow inserting USB device so he
will work with own mouse or FLASH drive). Read how to unblock USB connection and possibly charge
customer in "Remote computer functions, Computer configuration".
Some cafes drastically solve this problem - by just disabling USB devices in BIOS.
"Client computer configuration hardware control" section allows configure restrictions for ("Function",
"Client computer hardware configuration control"):
"Deny hardware configuration saving" - operators don't need to do that (it is usually for cafe owner
only)
"Deny hardware configuration view/check "
"Automatically check when starting or stopping time" - forces server program to check client hardware
configurations (compare with saved list) when starting or stopping time. In case they are different, the
following message will appear:

That means that 1GB of system memory disappear (could have been stolen).
Review "Interface" tab:
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"Indicator minutes list" - allows customize the standard list of drop box time-amount items in indicator
(where you select how much time customer will rent computer). To enter custom list, set "Use entered
below" checkmark and use buttons to add corresponding
items.
Just to the right, you can rename the strings used in software. For example, you can rename "$" to
"USD" in USA. Instead of using default tariff names "Games" and "Internet" you can enter, for example,
"Regular" and "VIP" (if your cafe has 2 categories of computers).
"Deny changing remaining time message settings" - disables "Indicator->Menu->Remote computer
functions->Remaining time message"
"Deny changing voice signal settings" - disables "Settings->Voice signals"
"Deny changing process lists (block , alarm)" - disables "Settings->Process list"
"Deny using pause mode" - disables switching "Start" button to "Pause" on indicator (ability to pause
customer work for free)
"Deny observing cash amount by operator" - password protects (cafe owner/administrator password) "
Main window->Cash"
"Deny issuing cash by operator" - password protects (cafe owner/administrator password) "Main
window->Cash->Issue cash"
"Deny change seat for the customer" - restricts "Change seat" menu
"Timer mode allowed", "Forbidden", "For regular clients only", "For regular client from free-of-charge
group only" - timer mode configuration (when customer don't know how much time he will spend)
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Review "E-Mail" tab:

Server program is able to send reports by email to cafe owner. You can enable it by clicking "Use E-Mail
sending".
You should configure E-Mail sending settings like you configure you email client (Outlook, Thunderbird,
The Bat etc).
Ask for email setting from your email provider (for example Google Mail help).
Program will send email from "Sender E-Mail" to "Receiver E-Mail".
Select from the actions available for your program version:
"Send reports when closing work shift" - after closing work shift, cafe owner will receive main report,
statistics and additional services (POS) report.
Review "Mining" tab:
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Review "Other" tab:
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This tab includes settings that didn't appear on previous tabs. Review one by one:
"Don't show Client2.exe path, rename to <Client program>" allows hiding client program (Client2.exe
with path) from functions like "launched processes list and used processes statistics. Some cafe
owners don't want to show operators where client program was installed.
"Dont' save statistics of usage of Client2.exe" - there will be no records about client program activity in
used processes statistics. Client program will disappear from rating of used programs (nobody needs it
rating).
"... Duration in minutes to show last paid sum to customer (0 - don't show)" enables showing of last paid
sum to customer. You have to enable "Remaining time message" for each indicator separately in order
to use this function.
"Shutdown PC, after given number of minutes (0 - not switch off)" - cafes that would like to save
electricity (instead of mining crypto currencies that provide much more profit) able to enable automatic
shutdown of client computer when it is free for given amount of time (0 - disables function). "Exception"
button allows set computers that should not power off (on duty).
"Show customer control panel" - disable it if disturbs, but it is extremely useful for the most cafes.
"Remote control (Android)" section allows using Android Internet Cafe software" (look for it on Google
Play), or any other program based on XML-RPC. You have to set a password to use this function.
Server program logs access using XML-RPC protocol in Log folder, file: RemoteControl.log.
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"SNMP power management". Read "Game consoles control" chapter.
"Customer computers automation" section - the same options as in client computer settings, but allows
to enable for all computers at once:
"Close Chrome and delete Cook ies file at the end of session" - when customer finishes work, Chrome to
be closed and its Cookies file deleted that will automatically log out from Facebook etc.
"Close Steam and log in to anonymous account (log out from current)" - in case your customers come
to play games using their own Steam account, at the end of their work Steam will log out and log in as
anonymous.
"Close GameCenter mail.ru and log out" - allows to log out when paid time is out.
Once again, after configuring security settings, exit administrator mode by pressing the following open
lock button (lock it to switch to operator mode):

Review the rest of settings accessible from "Main window->Settings":

"Automation" button
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"Automation" allows enable many useful functions. It is accessible to configure for operator.
"Minimize program to icon in System Tray" - when minimized, program will show up in system tray
(near clock and language switcher) instead of taking place in task bar.
"Clear time input field after pressing Start" - operator can accidentally press "Start" twice, it allows to
avoid it.
"Clear discount input field after pressing Stop" - useful when discount is not often used in your cafe.
"Switch to games after pressing Stop" - if your cafe uses games only or more often then Internet - it
can be useful.
"Propose computer shutdown after pressing Stop" - Allows saving electricity in case you don't prefer
earning crypto currency.
"Reboot computer after pressing Stop" - some cafes reboot computer after each customer.
"Kill previously launched processes after pressing Stop" - client program will remember each process
launched by customer and close them when working session finished. Pretty complication
implementation that doesn't guarantee 100% result, but very useful. You can configure program and
folder exceptions if your software is not compatible with this function.
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"Show warning after Stop was pressed" - avoids accidental pressing "Stop" button. Operator will have
to confirm it.
"Mute all sounds of server program" - allows making server program silent.
"Log processes that clients use" - allows text logging of processes (programs) that clients use.
Logging is save in LOG\PROCESS folder as text files. File name is computer number. Each line is a
time stamp and path to process executable.
"Notify about connection lost event" - in case connection with client computer lost, the following
message will appear (can be useful, but often annoying):

"Don't show 'finish work shift' dialog on program exit" - in this case operator will be able to finish work
shift on program launch only.
"Show last paid sum in time input field" - allows operator to see the sum that customer should pay
without having to look into statistics. For example, he entered "30" (i.e. 30 minutes). Pressed "Start"
and observes sum that customer should pay.
"Don't send 'min' word in remaining time message" - can be useful to use server program with
localization (language) different from client program.
"Don't show payment window after session stop, show payment sum in indicator only" - ability to
disable payment details window and simply show the sum in indicator.

"Free time to customize PC" button
Server program allows to use "free time to customize PC". Many game centers give customers few free
minutes so they are able to configure client computer before starting work. You can enable it if your cafe
does the same and enter required number of minutes:

After that, customer rented client computer for 60 minutes, will work 60 + 3 = 63 minutes. In case
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customer will pay extra time, he will receive free 3 minutes again. If you don't like add free 3 minutes,
keep pressing CTRL before press "Start"

"Round up payment" button
Allows configuring payment round up value. Function allows to get rid of cents:

To avoid cheats, payment is round to closest bigger amount. I.e. if sum is 10 or 20 the final amount will
be 25 cents.
"To round up additional services" - set it if you would like to apply it for additional services (POS) too.

"Pricing blocks / auto-discount" button
Most of cafes work using principle: "more time rented - less pay". Server program implements it using
the following tables:
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Window is vertically separated to two parts. Top part contains pricing block settings for games and
Internet. Bottom part contains auto-discount settings for games and Internet.
Pricing block is cost of fixed number of minutes. For example, cost per hour in cafe can be $3. Without
using pricing blocks and discounts, 2 hours will cost $6. You can enter the following table (see top-left of
screenshot). After that customer will pay $5 - $5.5 depending on day time.
Auto-discount is a discount, that automatically used when customer pays for fixed amount of work
minutes. Take a look at bottom left. It has a table showing: >=120 min is 3%, >=180 min is 4% and >=
240 min is 5% of discount. I.e. if customer will pay for 125 minutes of work, he will receive 3% of
discount, if 185 minutes - 4% and so on.
Program uses the following strategy: assume customer pays for 120 minutes. Program tries to find
pricing block first (top part of screen), if found it is applied. If not found, program uses cost per hour and
possible auto-discount.
Example: 20, 40, 60, 90, 119 min will be calculated using cost per hour, without discount. 120 minutes
will cost $5 from 22 to 7, $5.5 from 10 to 18 and 5.25 the rest of time; 121, 130, 150, 179 min will be
calculated using cost per hour with 3% discount; 180 minutes cost $7.50 any time; 181, 200, 239
minutes calculated as cost per hour with 4% discount.
Time interval is set in hours, top border is not included. For setting interval from 20 to the end of the day
(0 hours) use 20..24. You should not step over midnight. I.e. when 19 to 7 is needed, use 2 intervals: 0
to 7 and 19 to 24.
By using auto-discount, operator don't need to manually enter discount in indicator, it will be accounted
automatically depending on number of minutes (and possible day time). Discount is also accounted in
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timer (post-paid) mode. In case operator additionally uses discount in indicator their sum will be used.
Pay attention, auto-discount is not used when entering amount of payment (not minutes).

"Tariff autochange" button
When your cafe tariffs depend on day time, instead of manually changing them, you can set the
following table of automatic changing of tariffs at given time:

The table contains 4 columns. First two "HH" and "MM", is time (hour, minute), when automatic change
of tariff will be applied for those that are set in third and fourth columns. In this case from 0 to 8 one hour
of games cost $2 and Internet cost $3. At 8 o'clock tariffs will change to $3 for games and $4 per hour of
Internet. At 12 o'clock tariffs will change to $3.50 and $4.50. Pay attention, tariffs are not adjusted when
crossing their border. I.e. if customer starts at 7:30 and pays for 1 hour, the sum will be calculated as
morning tariff ($2 games, $3 Internet), but not 30 minutes using morning tariff and 30 minutes using 8 to
12 tariff.

"Process list" button
Allows to automatically control programs (processes) launched on client computers. You can enter two
lists: black and alarm:
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Each line is a wildcard template of path and file name.
For example:
*regedit.exe

will work out when registry editor will be launched from any folder.
c:\users\*.exe

will work out on any executable file from users folder (where browsers are usually download software).
Everything that works out in black list will be immediately closed, for example:

Will close all programs that customer will launch from his user folder, installers. It can significantly
decrease harmful actions of customers.
Be careful, don't enter something like *.exe and it will force client computer to close all programs,
including service windows programs!
What is described in alarm list, will warn operator that customer launched program from alarm list:
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After launching registry editor by customer, the operator will see the following message:

To add program to the list, you can launch application on client computer, find its name in the "
Launched processes list" and add it the required list (for example, black).
These lists are saved in files: sp-black.cfg and sp-signal.cfg of program installation folder.
You can use wildcards, i.e. template can contain characters "*" and "?". Where "*" is any sequence of
characters, and "?" is any single symbol. For example, black list tempate "c:\program files\*.
exe" will close any launched programs from the folder "c:\program files\" and all its subfolders.

"Voice signals" button
"Voice signals" is accessible in voice program version only and allows to enable/disable reminder voice
signals on the server and client computer (computer N five minutes remaining, computer N your time is
out):
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"Client sound volume control" button
Allows to set "standard" sound volume settings for the client computers and automation parameters:

Top part of the window allows to configure "Standard sound settings", i.e. the sound volumes will be set
when press "Apply standard sound volume settings" in indicator menu.
Bottom part contains automation parameters for setting sound volumes on client computers. Cafe
customers are often adjust sound volume. When they finish work, new customers may not like it (there
will be no sound or it is too loud. Use "Set standard sound volume after computer unlock", so new
customer will receive standard sound volume setting (from the top part of window) at the beginning of his
work. You probably don't need a function of changing sound volume, but only actually enable it (if
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previous customer muted it). Set corresponding checkmark.
"Mute sound after pressing Stop" - allows to mute free computers so it will not disturb other customers
if previous customer didn't stop it himself.
Warning, Windows Vista and 7 don't use Wave volume anymore, its slider is ignored. Use master
volume only.

"Traffic control" button
Allows to configure traffic control filtering rules, tariffs. More details about it here.

"User buttons panel" button
Allows to put buttons that launch frequently used function on the main window of server program:

By adding "Add", "Remove" you can add and remove buttons, by using "Up" and "Down" - reorder them.
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The list of frequently used function will be increased.
One of the useful functions of server program "Program diagnostics" is accessible of user buttons panel
only.
Continue to "Program reports" chapter.

5.6

Program reports
This chapter of manual describes the most important part of server program - reports. Internet cafe owner
can be sure that operators don't cheat and he earns maximal profits.
To observe reports, you should start the "Reports" program:
Start->Programs->Internet Cafe->Reports
Or simply find and execute LOG3View.exe in the program installation directory
You can press any "Statistics" button of indicators or "All statistics for today" or "Main report" - all
these buttons open the same program, but show different reports. You can switch between reports.
You can also open many copies of "Reports" program.
After starting Reports program, it can ask you a password (if it was set in security settings).
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Window title shows up a Reports program version. It is important to use the latest version as we
consistently improve it, fix errors.
Below title you see: "Statistics::All computers::Current work shift (Ruslan, 2018-0405 10:48:14)". Means current report type is "Statistics", time interval is "Current work shift", operator
name is "Ruslan",
working shift start "April, 5 2018 10:48".
Just below is a rectangular area that contains data for selected report type. In this case "Statistics".
Look even below. To the left is an area where you can select time interval for current report. In this case
it is "Current work shift". Date of work shift start (2018.04.05 10:48 and finish - year 2100.04.05). As we
don't know when work shift will finish, the year is 2100.
If you choose "Select work shift", you will be proposed to view the previous work shifts. "Current day"
mode shows you the report for the current day. "All time" - shows you from year 1900 to 2100. "Select
time interval" allows entering the begin and end of the interval.
To the right you can see a report type selection drop box. It currently shows "Statistics". To the right of
it is report filter. In this case "Full". We will review each report later in this chapter.
"All computers" drop box allows switching filtering by specific client computer or all computers.
"Refresh" button just updates the latest data (if server program is running in parallel it keeps creating
new records).
Right part contains "Tools" button:
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This menu allows you to delete/truncate reports and do a backup actions.
When selecting "Delete database":

Pressing first button will delete all the data and reset program to "factory defaults". Be careful!
It is often our customers study how to operate with server program, then "Delete all database" and start
working from scratch using "clean environment".
Selecting "Delete old work shifts" allows you to select interval of work shifts that you would like to delete
(when they are not needed anymore).
Selecting "Database back up" shows you:
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This menu allow you to save and restore reports as backup. Pay attention: when restoring reports - old
data is deleted. Reports are saved in a single file with .l3z extension. The name of the file and created
from current date and time.
Selecting "Report protection" shows a message that these settings were moved to security settings.
"Export" button allows to save current report to text file.
"Print" button will print the current report, you can also use "CTRL+P" shortcut.
Now we will review each report separate in details:

Statistics

Statistics is a full log of operator actions (operations) for the given period of time. You can observe it per
specific computer or for all of them.To the right of report type you can find a drop box for switching
statistics mode (or filter): full, financial, technical, free time, connection with clients, notes is report,
security, regular client.
You can quick access the statistics for all computers using "All statistics for today" button of server
program. Statistics for particular computer can be accessed by using "Statistics" button of each server
program indicator.
Left column of statistics report is called ID. Each record of report receives the number in the order, i.e.
ID. Each next record should have the +1 number, without skips. Program database is robust against
crashes and intrusions from hackers so it likely impossible to corrupt the above order because of
computer fault. Breaking the ID order can mean that operator did it on purpose.
Next column is "Operation date/time". Each record of report has time stamp. As you recall, it is strictly
forbidden for operator to change the system clock of computer. It is our program requirement.
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Last column "operation description" contains the description for that record.
Statistics allows cafe owner to investigate the operator(s) actions in details for the any time interval, for
all computers or selected. As there are a lot of records, use statistics filter (currently "Full") to focus on
something specific. For example, you are interested in records that describe free of charge time usage.
Choose "free time" filter.
Statistics report has the following hotkeys: to choose computer, type its number keeping CTRL button
pressed (may not work in windows 10).
For example: CTRL-3, CTRL-0 will select computer 30. CTRL-0 will select ALL computers.
To choose statistics filter, press CTRL + one of the buttons Q, W, E, R, T, Y, U, I.

Main report

Main report shows you financial table for (earned money for a given period). You can see sums by each
client computer, total. Separately for games and Internet, night mode of payment.
The table contains of the following columns:
computer number (1-12)
"Time", "Sum", "Night" related to games and Internet
"Time" - show you the total amount of time customers spent on that client computer
"Sum" - the amount of cash you earned
"Night" - the amount of cash earned using night and half-night mode.
"Total" column is a sum of earned cash for that row.
Below the table:
"Services" - amount of cash earned from additional services (POS). I.e. coffee, hamburgers, printing,
writng cd's.
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"Issued" - if cafe owner took some amount of money from cashbox in the middle of working shift.
"Total" - current remaining amount of money in cashbox.
"No link " shows how long "hours:minutes" there were no connection with given client computer. As we
already mentioned, for cafe owner it probably means that client computer was without control, how long
and it is possible cheat by operator. The total amount of time without connection (link) should be
reasonably small.
useful advice
In case operator started free of charge time (payment sum is 0), "Free" column will show total time that
was spend without payment. It also accumulates invalidated operations (i.e. free of charge).
useful advice

Security report

One of the most important reports for cafe owner. Operators don't nee to observe it and you can prohibit
it in security settings.
Each row contains of two columns: description and value. Lets review each:
"Corrupted records" - number of corrupted records for the given period of time. Reports contain of records
. Theoretically record can be corrupted because of computer fault or because of operator cheat. The
smaller number (ideally 0), the fair operator work on you.
"Invalid ID" - we've described about that each record has its unique number (ID). Each next record has a
number plus one. If the order is different, the number of "invalid ID's" growing up. Should be 0. In case it
is not 0, operators are probably cheat.
"Lost ID" - as ID's are sequentially added to records, there should be no passes. I.e. right after ID = 243
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should be ID = 244, but not 245 or 246. Breaking this rule, increases that security parameter. The
smaller this number, the fair operations are happen in your cafe. It should be 0. If it is grows up,
operators probably cheat.
"Lost 5 minute labels" - simple method to be sure that server program is started and running. Each 5
minutes server program does a special record "I'm working, current time is the following...". I.e. if
operator will cheat by disabling server program, this parameter will start growing up. Switching off server
program for one hour will increase this parameter by 12 (program didn't save these labels each 5 minutes
during the hour 12 times). Server computer reboot will also grow up this parameter. Cafe owner should
trust those operators who have the smallest number of that parameter.
Further two parameter about changing system clock back. One of the possible cheats that unfair
operators try to use to corrupt the report. They think that it is possible to prolong the time for customers
and put the cash to their pocket instead of cashbox. System clock on server computer should not be
changed, we mentioned about it several times. After adding that parameter, operators started to close
server program, change system clock and start it again. Such cheat are shown up in "Hidden changing
of system clock back ". Cafe owner, please watch for these params. You should have them as 0.

"Rough mismatches". Reports program analyzes report and tries to find mismatches. What is that? For
example, statistics have "Stop pressed". Then "Stop pressed" again. It should not happen as you can't
Stop time twice. There likely was a "Start" between (with payment details) that was corrupted on
purpose. Such cases are calculated and shown here. It should be zero. If not zero, the operator probably
cheats. There is a special report that decodes each mismatch.
Below you can see lists of user tariffs (prices), discounts, "free time to customize PC", total time spent
on client computer customizations. Do check these numbers so they correspond what should be used
in your cafe.
"Control of the printers: printed pages". In case you use printers control, this line shows the amount of
printed black-white and color pages.

"Rough mismatches" report
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This report should normally be empty, but if you have some records it can mean that operator tries to
cheat. We've described above what is "rough mismatches"

Missing 5 min labels report

This report describes "5 min labels" that were lost by some reason. We've described them above in
security report. You can find the time intervals when these labels were lost. In this case 22:52 to 23:57
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there are 12 missing labels. Server program
was disabled for 1 hour by some reason. One more lost between 22:20 and 22:27, probably it was a
server computer reboot.

"Operation changes" report

"Operation changes" report. It is possible to change last operation in case of possible error. Unfair
operators can use it. For example, customer paid for 1 hour of work in Internet, paid $5. Customer
finishes work. Minute before the end of his session, operator changes last operation to games ($3 per
hour) and gets the difference to his pocket. To avoid this cheat, it was decided to explicitly log all
operation changes. More details about it in"change operation control".

"Tariffs, discounts, time for customization" report
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The report shows you lists of tariffs, discounts and free time for customization for the given period of
time. First time is by hours, second by computers.
Why do you need it. In case your cafe has fixed tariffs (depending or not depending) from time of the
day, using that table you can check what tariffs were used at given time of day. If you allow using
specific discounts (for example, for regular clients), the table should not have any other numbers. The
same for free time for customization.

"Additional services (POS)" report
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The report shows additional services (POS). Service name column, in square brackets has a price of 1
piece. Read more about setting up additional services (POS items) in work with indicators.

"Used IP-packet filters" report

Warning, it is legacy functionality. Nowadays almost nobody configures client computers to not have the
access to Internet in games mode. You likely will skip reading this manual chapter.
Useful report for (Windows XP/2003/Vista) for those who use Network filter. Allows to control used IP© 2000 - 2019 AstrumSoft
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packet network filters so nobody changed them by mistake or intentionally. As soon as you have
configured it for each client computer (set of filtering rules), CRC (checksum) is calculated for it (8
characters). In case all client computers use the same rules, the checksum will also be the same.
Changing rules, changes checksum. The report allows to see all used checksums. Other words, how
many different lists was in use.
Report should have the same checksum for each client computer. Nowadays you like to not use this
report and should be empty.

"Used client processes" report

The reports shows what programs (processes) were in use by customers, when and in what computers.
First column shows date/time, second - computer number, third - path to executable.
You can show popularity rating of programs used by customers. Choose "Popularity rating" instead of "
All":
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That report shows 2 columns. First shows the duration of using program - days/hours:minutes:seconds.
Second - path to executable of process (program). Pay attention that you can view this report per all
computers and by selected one, for the current work shift or for any time interval. For example, you can
find the most popular games used in previous month.
Just below the process names there is a histogram of usage of given process (program). It allows you to
visually estimate which are used more often (their popularity rating).
Continue to "Work with regular clients".

5.7

Work with regular clients
You can create database of accounts for customers who often visit your cafe (regular clients). For each
person you can store:
Nickname
First/Last name
Address
Photo
Phone
Sex
Birth date
Password
Comment
Group
Referrer ID
Server program will collect statistics: how much total time was spent by customer, how much money
was spent, when he did visit cafe last time. Customers can be grouped, and each group can have its
discount.
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Many cafes allow operators (and of course cafe owners) to work with client computers for free. In order to
track it, you can create special group and assign "Free of charge work " attribute. After that, you will not
need to keep pressing SHIFT button to Start free of charge session - it will be activated automatically
and accounted.

Adding and editing regular clients, groups
In order to start managing regular clients, press "Function" button, then "Regular clients database":

To add regular client, press "Add" button and enter his personal data:
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"Password" will be used to authenticate regular client (be sure that it is exactly him/her).
"Referrer ID" - is ID of customer who bring this customer to cafe. He will receive bonuses (as free
minutes of work to his balance) each time this customer pays for time. More details about it here.
"No group" - in this case we didn't set a group for the customer. In order to configure groups, close add/
edit customer window and press "Groups":
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Press "Add", "Edit", "Delete" and configure the groups you would like to have. Each group can have its
own discount for games and Internet that will be accounted automatically if customer has this group
assigned.
It is useful to create group that allows working for free. You will not need to keep pressing SHIFT
anymore and enter free of charge work reason for people from this group. You can add it for cafe staff
who always work free of charge:
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After entering groups, you will be able to assign the to customers:
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Now this group will be applied for this customer automatically. In this case, customer will work free of
charge and you will not need to enter reason, it will be entered automatically ("Cafe staff").

Work with regular clients
In order to start work for regular client that visit your cafe, just before entering time to indicator (as you
do usually), you should choose between games/Internet mode, discount, then - select indicator menu
and press "Regular client" button:
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In the window that show up, choose required customer. If you know his ID, nick name, last name (or part
of it), use quick search fields to the bottom.
Compare picture with customer, you can also press "Check password" and compare it with what
customer tells you, then press "Select" (there is a possibility to configure program, so customer will
enter password on client computer himself or even start work himself):
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Just below the image you can see the section similar to server program indicator. You had to select
games/Internet in advance, before selecting regular client from the list. Work with this section is similar
to
work with indicators. You can press customer statistics by pressing "Information" button:
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You can find a statistics of visiting your cafe by that customer, just below her current balance of game
and Internet minutes (more details about it read in selling cards to regular clients).
You can restrict access to this database for operators using security settings.

Referral system for regular clients
Regular clients who bring their friends to internet cafe can receive bonuses from their friends work, as
some amount of minutes added to their balance account free of charge. To enable this function, in
security settings you should enter number of percents that referrer (person who bring another customer)
will receive from referral.
For example, referral pays for 60 minutes of games. It was set 5% bonus for referrer, The balance of
referrer will receive 3 minutes free of charge.
For program, in order to know who bring current customer to cafe, you should enter his "referrer ID",
where ID is ID of customer who bring current customer to cafe. 0 value means that he found your cafe
himself.
Continue to "Selling cards to regular clients".

5.8

Selling cards to regular clients
You can sell bulk minutes (game and Internet cards) to regular clients. After that, customers can spend
them using special mode "balance-timer" or "balance-min".

Add / edit cards
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To add/edit cards, you have to select "Function->Regular clients database->Balance":

Then press "Refill settings (cards editor)":

Press "Add" and enter number of minutes on the card and its cost:
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Use "Add", "Edit", "Remove" to enter you cards table:

Press "OK" to save changes and be ready to sell cards to regular clients (refill their balance of free of
charge minutes of games and Internet).

Regular client refill balance
For regular clients it is cost less to buy bulk amount of minutes for playing games and gradually spend
them (instead of using standard tariffs). After adding new regular client account his balance has 0 games
and 0 Internet minutes. To refill balance (sell game or Internet card), press "Function->Regular clients
database", select user name which balance you want to refill and press "Balance":
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Then press "Refill balance (sell a card)" button":

Select card and press "Sell" button:
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Accept your will by pressing "Yes" and regular client will receive 300 game minutes to his balance:

Selling game/Internet card show up in program reports as additional service (POS).
Now customer is ready to start spending it.

Using game\Internet minutes of regular client balance
Customer is able to use game/Internet minutes that present on this user balance as fixed number of
minutes (balance-min mode) or timer minutes (balance-timer mode).
"Balance-timer" mode means that customer starts work, then when he finishes, his balance is
subtracted with numeber minutes he actually worked. In case balance runs out before he finishes, the
timer will be stopped automatically
Starting work in "balance-timer" mode is not different from regular timer (post-paid) mode, however you
should choose "balance-timer" in indicator (not timer):
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To finish balance-timer work and subtract spent minutes, you should press "Stop" button as usual.
"Balance-min" mode allows enter fixed number of minutes that customer plans to spend from his
balance:
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There are restrictions with balance-timer and balance-min and customer balances:
You can't convert game minutes to Internet and vice versa
You can't change games operation to Internet in balance-timer mode (you have to stop timer first).
We will remove these restrictions in new versions of our software.
Cafe owner would better to restrict edit cards in security settings of program ("Clients database" tab).
Continue to "Customer control panel" chapter.

5.9

Customer control panel
Your customers desire to conveniently control the remaining time or know how much time was spent in
timer (post-paid) mode?
Enable "showing customer control panel" for them:
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The following panel is proposed for pre-paid customers:

If the panel interferes with the work, it can be minimized. You can't close it completely, minimize only.
Vice versa, if you would like to always see it, tick the "Show this panel on top of all windows".
When customer uses timer mode (post-paid), panel shows time that was spent.
In case regular client uses computer using balance-timer mode (i.e. spends pre-paid balance and don't
know when will finish session), his panel looks like:
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Selecting "Finish session" will stop timer. I.e. regular client, having work minutes on his balance is able
to start the work himself and finish it.

Ordering POS items
Cafe customer may order a cup of coffee (or any other additional service) without having to pause game
or work.Additional services (POS items) allowed to order are setup as described here.
Customer uses "Order" button:

Selects "Coffee" from drop list, enters quantity, it is possible to postpone payment to the end of working
session. Press "Pay" button.
The following "Orders" window pops up to operator:
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Operator find order from computer 4, selects it with the mouse:

After bringing coffee to customer, operator press "Order completed" button.
If by some reason it is not possible to complete order, press "Cancel order".
After pressing "Stop" button of indicator, all pending orders for that computer are cancelled.
You can minimize Orders window. In case you restarted server program and want to show "Orders"
window, you can "Orders" user button:
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What we are going to add to the customer control panel?
Customer control panel is a new, but very expected function. We are going to add:
Chat with operator
If you have good ideas to improve/add to the panel, contact us.
Continue to "Reservation".

5.10

Reservation
Customers can call to cafe and ask to reserve some computers at given time. It can useful to mark
some computers as busy for some event (for example, StarCraft championship).
In case you will accidentally try using these computers, program will warn you that they are reserved.
Reservation window shows you current cafe state:
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Yellow shows current busy computers (light - pre-paid, dark - post-paid or timer).
Red background shows reserved (booked) computers.
For example, "John" asked to not occupy computers 11 and 12 from 7AM to 11AM. Victor, computer 9
from 15 to 18, but added his phone number (you can see it at the bottom or screen). Starting 18 and
finishing at 21, computers 1 to 5 will host championship.

How to use?
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Press "Function", "Reservation" to show reservation window.
To add reservation select using mouse any interval and press "Add" button. You are allowed to reserve
several adjacent computers at once (i.e. select several columns).

Reservations (booking) can be edited and deleted by selecting and pressing corresponding button
Program allows to reserve computers for any day. Use "<<" and ">>" to move days backward and
forward. Previous reservations are preserved for the history, but you can delete them.

Quick and useful
Add quick shortcut for that function to the user buttons panel. Press "Settings", "User buttons panel":
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Press "Add", select "Reservation", "OK":
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You will receive a useful button new big clock:

Continue to "Game consoles control".

5.11

Game consoles control
Server software allows to control time usage of any game console (Xbox, Playstation, Wii) by switching
off power of their TV when paid time is out.
The same can be applied for pool tables, gaming machines.
It is implemented using the following scheme:
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You have to purchase special hardware - IP PDU that manage power outlet via LAN, using SNMP
protocol. We don't sell such devices, but able to recommend the compatible hardware. Sample devices:
NetPing 2/PWR-220 v3/ETH, Aviosys IP Power 9258S, CyberPower PDU15SWHVIEC8FNET etc.
Program uses the simplest SNMP v1 configuration, when you have to just set device IP, password and
OID value.
When program needs to switch power off it sends SNMP command of setting 0 value to given OID.
To switch power on, it sends 1. Some devices use different values for switching power on/off, you can
override them.
Sample configuration for two managed power outlets of NetPing 2/PWR-220 (Settings, Security
Settings, Other, SNMP power management):
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Game console TV's are connected to managed outlets 1 and 2 of IP PDU. Indicators 3 and 4 correspond
to them.
When customer wants to rent game console for 60 minutes, operator enters 60 in indicator 3 (or 4).
Server program sends SNMP command of switching on
TV power for that game console. Client plays game. When paid time is out, TV is automatically
switched off.

Screenshots of configuring NetPing 8
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5.11.1 Compatible hardware
To account time of game consoles usage you have to purchase the hardware for switching power outlet
on/off via local network.
Below are the examples of such hardware and sample settings:

NetPing 2/PWR-220 v3/ETH
Web site: www.netping.ru
Description: 2 outlets managed from LAN
Settings:
Outlet-1:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.25728.5800.3.1.3.1
Off: 0
On: 1
Outlet-2:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.25728.5800.3.1.3.2
Off: 0
On: 1

NetPing 8/PWR-220 v4/SMS
Web site: www.netping.ru
Description: 8 outlets managed from LAN
Settings:
Outlet-1:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.25728.5500.5.1.2.1
Off: 0
On: 1
Outlet-2:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.25728.5500.5.1.2.2
Off: 0
On: 1
...
Outlet-8:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.25728.5500.5.1.2.8
Off: 0
On: 1

Aviosys IP Power 9258S
Web site: www.aviosys.ru
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Description: 4 outlets managed from LAN
Settings:
Outlet-1:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.92.58.2.1.0
Off: 0
On: 1
Outlet-2:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.92.58.2.2.0
Off: 0
On: 1
...
Outlet-4:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.92.58.2.4.0
Off: 0
On: 1

TinyControl IP Power Socket 5G10A
Web site: http://proline.biz.ua , http://http://tinycontrol.pl
Description: 5 outlets managed from LAN
Settings:
Outlet-1:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.17095.3.1.0
Off: 1
On: 0
Outlet-2:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.17095.3.2.0
Off: 1
On: 0
...
Outlet-5:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.17095.3.5.0
Off: 1
On: 0

CyberPower PDU15SWHVIEC8FNET
Web site: www.cyberpower.com
Description: 8 outlets managed from LAN
Settings:
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Outlet-1:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.3808.1.1.3.3.3.1.1.4.1
Off: 2
On: 1
Outlet-2:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.3808.1.1.3.3.3.1.1.4.2
Off: 2
On: 1
...
Outlet-8:
OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.3808.1.1.3.3.3.1.1.4.8
Off: 2
On: 1

5.12

VR headset blocking
Software supports common VR headsets (HTC Vive, Oculus,...). When paid time is out, headset
displays blocking image:

You can replace that image with yours - it is vrblock.jpg file in the client program directory. Default size
is 400 x 325, but you can try higher resolution.
If you don't need this function or it works incorrectly for you, it is possible to disable it in client settings,
automation:
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That functionality is in debugging state. It is possible that it may be incompatible with some games and
configurations. You can help improving our software by providing team viewer to your configuration for
debugging.

5.13

Control via Internet
Internet cafe owner is able to control cafe work remotely. He just needs access to Internet and cafe
should have fixed IP address in Internet.
Assume IP address of cafe is 195.66.200.100. There are several settings in the server program setup
like HTTP port (851 by default) and password. Cafe owner can start Internet Explorer (or any other
browser) and if port settings were not changed, access to cafe can be achieved by visiting the following
page: http://195.66.200.100:851. You will be asked for username and password. Username is
hardcoded "boss" (can't be changed). Password can be set in server program setup (Setup.exe), in the
"Control via Internet" section.
The following page to be opened:
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Red arrows show clickable links.
At the top of the screen, you can see operator name (Ruslan). If you click "Operator", you will be able
see current desktop of server computer. Just below is a local time at server computer. Info table is
below.
Left column is computer numer (1 to 12). Their background is green (except 7) that means these client
programs are connected to server program. The connection should normally be established. When there
is no connection, the background is red (computer 7). You can click computer number and see client
computer desktop. When client computer is powered on, but client program is not connected to server
by some reason, the exclamation mark will be painted below computer number. The meaning of that for
cafe owner is possible cheat by operators. More details about it here.
"Status" column shows current pricing mode used by client computer, they are similar to indicator
statuses in server program.
"Remaining/Spent" column shows how long it will be busy or how much time was spent in timer mode.
"Finish/Start" column shows when computer will be available (pre-paid mode) or when it was started in
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timer (post-paid) mode.
"Free of charge" column contains "yes" if it is used without payment.
"Active process" (or program) shows what is currently customer doing on that computer (plays games,
browses Internet).
Below the table you can see current server program settings.
The page refreshes itself each 60 seconds.
Once again, you can click on computer numbers of computers with green background to observe
customer desktops.
Within software installation directory, in LOG\HTTP subfolder, you can find access.txt file that is a
HTTP-server log (log of operations with Control via Internet).
HTTP-server that is embedded in program allows multiple connections, limits session time and pretty
stable. In case cafe owner is unable to view it, it is possible that operators switched off "Internet Cafe"
server program that should always be running.
We recommend cafe owners to configure and use that function.
Pay attention to "Statistics", "Main report" and "Security report" links that open corresponding reports for
current working shift.
To configure this function you likely will need a help of experienced network administrator as many
Internet cafes are in local networks protected from ourside Internet. He will need to route the network
packets from Internet to server computer (TCP port 851). It is not as easy sometimes, but worst of it for
any cafe owner.
Continue to "Printers control".

5.14

Printers control
This chapter describes server program feature to control printers connected to server computer. When
customers will send some document to that printer, operator will be notified about it and can charge
customer (if needed). Cafe owner will see in security report the total number of printed black-white or
color pages (for working shift or any other period).
In order to control your printers, they should be connected directly to server computer. If network printer
is used, you should configure client computers so they will print via server computer, not directly to the
network printer. You can also disable adding new printers for client computers (client program setup,
windows registry button).
It is simple to enable printers control. Just set tick "Use printers control" in "Settings, Security Settings,
Hardware control tab". Tariffs can be set in the indicator menu, additional services (POS).
Just after enabling printers control, server program stats monitoring all printers connected to server
computer.
In case customer will send some document to printer, operator will receive the following message:
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Operator should charge customer using additional services (POS).
In case cafe owner was printing something or those who allowed to do that free of charge, operator will
not use additional services (POS) to charge him. However, the event will be logged to statistics and
security report.
Warning! We've found that Microsoft Words and other applications incorrectly notify about number of
copies of the same print job. We've added EMF, PJL and other printer formats. In case printer control
doesn't calculate something correctly for your hardware, send us the program name, printing parameters
(number of pages, copies) and files with extension .SHD, .SPL from C:\WINDOWS\system32
\spool\PRINTERS\, that were used during this document printing. It will help us to improve printers
control functionality.

5.15

Mining crypto currencies using client computers
You don't do mining (earning) of crypto currency yet? Internet cafes (and gaming centers) are perfectly fit
for it. You have modern video cards, but still power off client computers when they are free? You have to
try it. Electricity bills will be easily paid when additional profit to be earned. Maximal profit is achieved
using most powerful video cards NVidia 1060, 1070, 1080, but you can use less powerful ones too. Our
software simplifies the setup so you don't have to learn anything. We save you from the need to find and
install suspicious mining programs, learn complicated manuals...
At the moment server programs is able to earn ZCash currency on client computers, that have NVidia
video card.
Later, we will add more crypto currencies support, probably some of them will give more profit.
Mining ZCash is possible both on locked computers and even during customers work (of course if they
just work in the Internet, not playing modern games).
Software decides when to mine and not disturb customer itself. If you would like how our program works
for you, think about adding more video cards to client computers for doubling profit.

ZCash crypto currency
You likely to hear about people who bought Bitcoin for cheap has a possibility to sell it for $20,000 per
coin?
Are you sorry that have not joined the world of mining crypto currency? It is not too late and we already
embedded ZCash mining module into our software.
It is one of the most dynamically currencies increasing its cost:
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January 2017: $50
Just 2017: $250
January 2018: more than $800 (!)
At the moment of writing this user manual its rate about $400-500, but growing trend is clear.
Who knows, may be the ZCash coins you earned will repeat the feat of Bitcoin and multiply by a
thousand of times.
The advantage of ZCash is that you can earn it (do mining) using video cards, cpu's. At the moment
we've added NVidia card mining support as they are most popular. We will add AMD cards support later.
There are a lot of markets where you can exchange ZCash to US Dollars or another currency (Bitcoin for
example).

How to quick estimate possible profit of mining on your hardware?
We propose to earn (do mining) both during customers work and when client computers are free (locked)
instead of typical powering them off.
Rough estimate is the following, on the moment of writing this user manual NVidia 1060 was earning $50
a month. Easy to pay for electricity.
Old video cards do not add much profit and mining is unable to start on them.
Lets estimate your profit using the following steps. Open "Settings", "Security settings", "Mining".
Set "Allow mining crypto currencies when computers not occupied", "Allow mining during customer work
when it doesn't disturb him":
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Don't change anything in settings and if you edit something by mistake, press each "For test" button
that will reset all settings to default.
Press "OK" to save settings. Mining is started automatically on all computers.
Wait some significant time to collect good average result (minute is OK, hour is more accurate).
Return to "Settings", "Security settings", "Mining". Press "Check ".
Program will show statistics for each client computer, then total for all. Average and maximum result in
"Sol/s".
It is very rough estimate (on the moment of writing manual) is that: 300 Sol/s is about $50 per month
(600 is $100 and so on). You will know in-fact when start using it.
If you receive zeros, it means:
You have old video cards
Your video cards are not NVidia (AMD, or embedded in CPU)
Firewall or Antivirus blocked mining
Your video card drivers are old
Contact us if you would like to debug mining on your hardware.
You've calculated total Sol/s, calculated proft and decided to try it? Create your own wallet:

Create private wallet
There are a lot of ZCash wallets. You can quickly create cryptonator account. There is wallets list,
select "zcash", "create zcash address".
You should receive a string like: "t1VGESUKd5zF3FHokocSLVVDtEfGEFCxwJy". It is you wallet, where
earned cash will come to.
Open server program and go to: "Settings", "Security settings", "Mining":
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Replace our test wallet string with yours. You don't have to change anything else. Server, port and
password likely to be the same. Replace them later if needed.

What to do with earned crypto currency?
You can passively save them and wait when they grow up to sell favorably
You can wire them to any market (exmo.com or any other) and try to play with exchange rate
(buy\sell)
You can exchange to US Dollars or Bitcoin and wire to your bank account

What else to setup?
You should disable sleep mode of client computer
You likely to add client install folder to exclusion list of firewall/antivirus (C:\Program Files (x86)
\Internet Cafe\CLIENT folder)

More details on how typical configuration works
Lets describe how typical configuration works:
When client computer is free, it is locked, mining module is starting. Mining data comes via Internet to
your hardware for calculation work.
Calculations are performed by multiple users, united into "pools". In our case the pool is Internet service
"flypool". That service accumulates your "unpaid balance" and when it grows up to 0.01 ZCash (ZEC),
automatic wiring to your wallet will be initiated. You can customize the payment threshold.
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If you allowed to do mining during customers work, software monitors the started programs and does
mining when it doesn't affect customer. I.e. when customer is just working in the Internet, not playing
modern games. Program decides it automatically.
Still have questions? Write us, will be glad to help up. You probably will like to setup the similar system
at home, we will help. We don't power off home computers for long time!

FlyPool button
In order to earn ZCash users are united into "pools". We prefer "FlyPool". Its typical settings are
embedded in our software by-default.
If you would like, you can configure any other "pool".
What does "FlyPool" button? For your convenience it opens statistics of your mining. The button works
after you created your own wallet.
Flypool statistics is not updated immediately. Wait for 30-60 minutes by refreshing your browser. First
page, at the very bottom, shows "active rigs",
i.e. your client computers by numbers. They current performance shows up as "H/s".
After some time the statistics to be collected and you will be able to see on the second tab "Payouts"
the approximate earning per hour, day, week and month.
Pay attention, that crypto currency rate grows up and it is possible that cents you've earned today will
cost thousands of dollars in few years.

Gratitudes
In case after some time you will earn the significant amount of money and decide to say "thank you",
wire us some of ZCash to our wallet "t1VGESUKd5zF3FHokocSLVVDtEfGEFCxwJy" and we will be
highly motivated to improve "Internet Cafe" software :-)

5.16

Virtual terminal support like Aster
Our software is compatible with virtual desktops like Aster.
Where several mouses, keyboards and displays are connected to a single PC and several users able to
work together
sharing the same PC. There is no need buy many PC's when your customers just want to browse
Internet.
Our software is continuously improved and if you've found some part of our program that is not
compatible with such
configurations, contact us, we will rework it. It is expected that not all program functionality will work, but
our goal
is to make it compatible with most virtual terminals.
How to configure such system? Several steps are required:

Configure additional IPv4 addresses
In order to start several client programs on a single client computer, you have set additional IP
addresses in the network card (adapter) properties:
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Select you network card (adapter):

Open its properties:

Open IPv4 properties, set main IP address (in this case 192.168.100.100), gateway, DNS:
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Select "Advanced" and set additional IP addresses:
(192.168.100.101, 192.168.100.102, 192.168.100.103). It will allow you to use 4 client
programs on a single computer:
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Then we will configure client programs.

Duplicating client program
Install the software installation distributive on each client computer that is planned to use as virtual
terminals. You can install client program as usual into C:\Program Files x86\Internet Cafe\Client.
It will install program for first terminal. For the rest of terminals you should manually copy it to another
folders (duplicate it). Create copies of client folder as Client2, Client3, Client4. For example:
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Disable User Account Control (if you didn't do it before in pre-installation steps):
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If you didn't do it, after each client program start, computer will ask if you are sure want to start it?
Then, configure virtual terminals program (for example, Aster) and computer. Read corresponding user
manual.
Three conditions should be satisfied:
You should create new computer users (logins), one per virtual terminal
Each terminal will correspond to the one of the client program folders (Client, Client2, Client3,
Client4)
Each terminal will correspond to the one of previously added IPs (192.168.100.100,
192.168.100.101, 192.168.100.102, 192.168.100.103)
If you virtual terminals program supports, it will be useful to configure automatic logon using given user
into corresponding virtual terminal so there will be no mess and multiple users working at the same time.
Terminal - user - IP address are fixed combo.
So, you virtual terminal software is configured. Reboot client computer, and start configuring client
program of virtual terminal 1:

Configure client program for virtual terminal 1
Enter Client folder. Start SetupClient2.exe:
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Step 1. Enter client computer number. Other virtual terminals will have different numbers, like it it
different computers.
Step 2. We recommend you to disable "Windows task manager", so your customers will be unable to
just close client program. However it is not obligatory.
Step 3. You must set "Allow running several copies (for virtual terminals lik e Aster"
Step 4. Select automatic startup "Registry for current user". Other types support to be added later.
Step 5. Select IP address 192.168.100.100
Step 6. Select locking mode "Lock ing popup window". Again, we will add a support of the rest modes,
but please use this one for now.
Press "OK".
For the next terminal (different keyboard, mouse and display), do the same, but in the Client2 folder.
Use different computer number (for example, 2) and different IP address, for example,
192.168.100.101.
After that, 3-rd terminal in the Client3, folder with computer number 3, IP address, for example,
192.168.100.102.
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Similarly client computer 4.
Just after rebooting terminals and logging in users (we recommend automatic logon), after some time
client programs will start and connection indicators become green.
Continue to "Remote control (Android)".

5.17

Remote control (Android)
In order to keep up with the times and unprecedentedly improve the convenience of the cafe operators,
we created an Android application for mobile control of your cafe.
Android application is addition to the server program (http://astrumsoft.com/compzal/en/) and allows
operate with your cafe using mobile phone, tablet or any other Android device at the same local network
as server program. Cafe operator can see which client computers are free, busy and how long. He is not
tied to server computer anymore. He can walk to customer, receive payment and unlock client computer
in-place, without having to return to server computer.
At the moment Start/Stop/Pause time functions are supported. Mobile application functions will grow up
and on some day will repeat server program possibilities.
Application at the moment can be installed for free, we are collecting user feedback: how useful it is,
what functions do you need first.

System requirements
* "Internet Cafe" software version 3.91 and above
* Your Android device at the same local network as server program

Android program install
You can download it from Google Play, it is called "Компьютерный Зал" (https://play.google.com/store/
apps/details?id=com.astrumsoft.czprototype1).
Install it as any other Android-application.

Setup
Enable WiFI on you Android-device, you are on the same local network as server program of "Internet
Cafe" software.
In order to not confuse the application for server program and Android application we use the following
terms:
"Internet Cafe" server program - program installed on the server computer, executable is ComputerZal.
exe.
"Android-application" - program to start on mobile device (mobile phone, tablet, etc...)
Launch server program, select "Settings, Security Settings, Other, Remote Control, Enable".
Start Android-application. Server program should be located automatically (broadcast UPD request is
used) and its IP address to be filled automatically:
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In case server program is not found, you will have the error message:
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Enter IP address of server program manually (if it is not determined automatically) and enter the same
password as in security settings:
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Press "Connect" button. In case of password error:
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In case of success, the program will be started.

Work with the Android-program
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Each row of the table correspond to the client computer. Client computer numers are on the red
background that means there is no their connection to server computer. Normally the should be on green
background. Red background should be a signal to repair or reinstall client program.
Other columns show current client computer status (Games, Free, Time out, ...), amount of remaining
time (when pre-paid) or amount of spent time (timer or post-paid mode). Last column shows when prepaid computer will become available and start time of timer mode (post-paid).
Client corresponding row in order to control that computer:
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It completely corresponds to the indicator of server program. Work with it similar with exception that less
functions are supported.
Press "!" (exclamation mark) button at top-left corner allows to reboot, shutdown and see remote
desktop of client computer (if there is connection with that computer).
You can Start free of charge session by setting "Free" checkmark. Free of charge indicator has an
asterix (*) before its status. For example, playing games free of charge shows *Games.
Now you are ready to use Android-application.
We are looking forward for your feedbacks on how you like our Android-application, what would you like
to change or improve first. Most active customers will receive Android application for free when it grow up
and become paid. Do not be lazy to write us a couple of lines, it is very important for us.
Warning, do not update you Android application if you are not sure that you are using the latest version
of "Internet Cafe" software. It is possible, that Android-application will try to use functionality that is not
implemented in your version and it will deny to start.
Would you like to implement the similar application yourself and probably earn you first million dollars on
Google Play? Read about our open XML-RPC API..
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Automation (XML-RPC)
Engineers, who would like to create their own extension to the Internet Cafe software the XML-RPC API
is proposed. The number supported functions is growing up as it allow us to extend Android-application
functionality "Компьютерный Зал" (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.astrumsoft.
czprototype1).
You can implement application that shows free, busy computers, start and stop their session.
Sample of usage (do it yourself): big TV shows what client computers are free, busy. The information is
casted by Android box.
Read about XML-RPC at the wikipedia. The protocol is implemented for many programming languages,
that manual will use python 3.3 samples.

What do you need to start?
Enable XML-RPC in server program security settings and set password (for example, "mypass").
Password to be used in all XML-RPC functions as first parameter.
URL to access XML-RPC: http://server-ip:8850/RPC2
Replace the server-ip with address of your server computer in local network. Port number is fixed at the
moment. Your application and server program should be in the same local network. If it is Androiddevice, its WiFi address should be in the same network as server program.
Sample usage with python3.3 - return server program version.
>>> import xmlrpc.client
>>> proxy=xmlrpc.client.ServerProxy("http://192.168.100.100:8850/RPC2")
>>> proxy.version("mypass")
'3.91'
List all supported mehods:
>>> proxy.system.listMethods()
['system.listMethods', 'system.methodExist', 'system.methodHelp', 'system.methodSignature', 'system.
multicall', 'system.shutdown', 'system.capabilities', 'numComps', 'version', 'compState', 'timeList',
'startTime', 'resetTime', 'currency', 'pauseTime', 'protocolVersion']
Show version method signature (input parameter is password-string, output is version-string):
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("version")
[['string', 'string']]

Backwards compatibility of protocol versions
As server program and Android application are evolved separately, but interact using the same protocol,
there should be a technique to guarantee the work of protocol (Android-application will receive responses
on its requests).
The key is a protocol version:
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>>> proxy.protocolVersion("mypass")
1
It is guaranteed that clients (for example, Android-application), that were created for lower version
protocol, will continue to operate with server program of newer version.
We can invalidate the support of older protocol versions, so ideally you should have a newest server
program and client program (Android-application), however we will try to keep backwards compatibility as
much as possible.
Client (for example, Android) application, using newest protocol, will not work with older version of server
program. Read about it here.
New functions to be added as usual, but if we will need to change the signature of old method, new
method with the number at the end to be added (equal to old protocol version).

List of functions (API)
protocolVersion - return protocol version
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("protocolVersion")
[['int', 'string']]
Input parameters: string - password to access server program
Output parameter: number - server program protocol version
>>> proxy.protocolVersion("mypass")
1
Read about backwards compatibility of protocol versions.
version - return server program version
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("version")
[['string', 'string']]
Input parameters: string - password to access server program
Output parameter: string - server program version
>>> proxy.version("mypass")
'3.91'
numComps - return number of client computers in cafe
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("numComps")
[['int', 'string']]
Input parameters: string - password to access server program
Output parameter: integer - number of client computers in cafe
>>> proxy.numComps("mypass")
16
compState - return the state of client computer
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>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("compState")
[['struct', 'string', 'int']]
Input parameters:
string - password to access server program
client computer number (starting zero)
Output parameters: client computer state structure
List of output structure fields:
startFinishTime - string, start time of session in timer (post-paid) mode or end of session in pre-paid
mode
discount - number, discount entered in the server program indicator
game - boolean, True if games and False if Internet mode
remainingSpentTime - string, the amount of spent time in timer (post-paid) mode or the remaining
amount of time in pre-paid mode
online - boolean, True if client computer is connected to server program (corresponds to green
connection status)
isFree - boolean. True if client computer is in use free of charge (field added starting with 4.29 version)
>>> proxy.compState("mypass", 3)
{'startFinishTime': '11:36', 'discount': 0, 'status': 2, 'game': False, 'remainingSpentTime': '1h 00min',
'online': False, 'isFree': False}
timeList - return the list of values used in the time entering field of indicator
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("timeList")
[['array', 'string']]
Input parameters: string - password to access server program
Output parameter: string array - values in the time entering field of indicator
>>> proxy.timeList("mypass")
['20', '30', '40', '60', '120', 'Timer', 'Night', 'Half-night']
startTime - add time, start session for customer
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("startTime")
[['int', 'string', 'int', 'boolean', 'int', 'string']]
Input parameters:
string - password to access server program
integer - client computer number (starting with zero)
boolean - True if games mode, False if Internet mode
number - discount
string - value that you enter in the time entering field of indicator, for example "60" - to add 60 minutes,
"Timer" to start post-paid mode (timer mode)
Output parameter: number, not used
Add 60 minutes of games to client computer 16, no discount:
>>> proxy.startTime("mypass", 15, True, 0, "60")
0
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resetTime - stop work session or stop timer
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("resetTime")
[['string', 'string', 'int']]
Input parameters:
string - password to access server program
integer - client computer number (starting with zero)
Output parameter: string, if not empty, the charge amount (for example, when stop post-paid mode)
>>> proxy.resetTime("mypass",0)
'3.00'
currency - return currency name used in program
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("currency")
[['string', 'string']]
Input parameters: string - password to access server program
Output parameter: string - currency name used in program (used to show payment amount, sum of
cash, etc...)
>>> proxy.currency("mypass")
'$'
pauseTime - pause client computer session
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("pauseTime")
[['int', 'string', 'int', 'string']]
Input parameters:
string - password to access server program
integer - client computer number (starting with zero)
string - pause reason
Output parameter: numner, not used
>>> proxy.pauseTime("mypass", 5, "out to smoke")
0
screenshot - get screenshot of client computer desktop
(protocol version 2)
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("screenshot")
[['base64', 'string', 'int']]
Input parameters:
string - password to access server program
integer - client computer number (starting with zero)
Output parameter: binary, jpeg-image
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>>> proxy.screenshot("mypass", 5)
<binary jpeg encoded image>
reboot - reboot client computer
(protocol version 2)
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("reboot")
[['int', 'string', 'int']]
Input parameters:
string - password to access server program
integer - client computer number (starting with zero)
Output parameter: number, not used
>>> proxy.reboot("mypass", 5)
0
shutdown - shutdown client computer
(protocol version 2)
>>> proxy.system.methodSignature("shutdown")
[['int', 'string', 'int']]
Input parameters:
string - password to access server program
integer - client computer number (starting with zero)
Output parameter: number, not used
>>> proxy.shutdown("mypass", 5)
0

5.19

Automation (COM interface)
This chapter describes server program functions for advanced users, programmers, who would like to
control server program using COM interfaces, i.e. automation. Most of users should not read or
understand that chapter. Number of functions to be extended, propose your ideas. Later you will be able
to connect any cash registers and other hardware equipment.

ComputerZal.App
Methods:
To be added later

Properties:
Version - return server program version number
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[propget, id(1), helpstring("property Version")] HRESULT Version([out, retval] BSTR* pVal);
Sample usage (VBScript):
Set cz = CreateObject("ComputerZal.App")
MsgBox cz.Version

Started - return True if server program is started and working
[propget, id(2), helpstring("property Started")] HRESULT Started([out, retval] VARIANT_BOOL* pVal);
Sample usage (VBScript):
Set cz = CreateObject("ComputerZal.App")
MsgBox cz.Started

5.20

Traffic control
Warning, it is legacy functionality. Nowadays almost nobody charges customers for the amount of
information downloaded from Internet. It is supported by 32 bit Windows only. You likely will skip reading
this manual chapter.
This chapter describes network traffic control (charging customers for the amount of information
downloaded or uploaded). Assume you've installed network traffic control driver if not, please proceed to
corresponding part of manul.
Lets call to call 1 megabyte a value of 1024 * 1024 = 1,048,576 bytes. Network traffic billing uses cost
per 1 megabyte. Charging customer uses maximum of incoming and outcoming traffic (amount of
downloaded / uploaded data), but you can set charging for the sum of incoming and outcoming, by
incoming traffic only.
To use network traffic contgol, you should enable it first. Go to "Setting, Security settings, Traffic
control" and set tick "Use traffic control'.

Traffic control settings
Press "Settings, Traffic control settings" on the main program window of server computer. Pay
attention that before changing traffic control settings all the client computers should be free and windows
of observing network traffic statistics closed. You will likely need a help of experienced network
administrator to configure it.
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The workflow with traffic control is the following: setting up network filters on server computer, send
settings to client computers. Filtering rules on the server computer and client computers should always
be the same. Cafe owner should pay attention to it as dishonest operators can use it cheat.
Lets setup filters. Press "Filter editor":

You can see a single filter "All other traffic". What is filter?
Network traffic control driver that is installed on each client computer observes all the incoming and
outcoming data that is passing network card. To differentiate LAN and Internet (or any other network, like
city network), you have to configure network filters. Each filter will account only the traffic that satisfies
its rules. The exception is "All other traffic" that accounts the remaining traffic (that was not accounted
by other rules before). This traffic is usually renamed to "Internet" and calcualtes Internet data.
Each filter (except "All other traffic" can have its own rules that will define its traffic. Each filter can have
its own tariffs (including "All other traffic").
Lets review the simple Internet cafe that has only 2 kinds of traffic: LAN and Internet. Computers in LAN
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have IP's: 192.168.87.1, 192.168.87.2 and so on. Lets add "Local network " filter by pressing "Add"
button and entering "Local network ":

Press "OK":

Select "Local network" filter and press "Rules":
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Press "Add" button and enter filtering rule (IP: 192.168.87.0, Mask: 255.255.255.0). Pay attention to
last 0 in IP address and mask):

Press "OK":
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Now you have a rule, using that all the LAN traffic, both incoming and outcoming from 192.168.87.*) will
be calculated in filter "Local network ". Press "OK".
The rest of network traffic will be calculated and "All other traffic". Lets rename it to "Internet" (as it is
likely Internet). Select "All other traffic" and press "Rename" button and enter "Internet":

Press "OK":
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Filtering rules setup completed. We have two filters ("Internet" and "Local network "). Everything that is
not "Local network " is "Internet". Lets setup billing (prices).
As nobody chardges for "Local network", we will configure the "Internet" filter only. Assume your cafe
has the following tariffs:
Up to 1 megabyte of Internet data - free
From 0 megabyte to 10 megabyte - cost 0.09$ per megabyte (after first free megabyte)
From 10 megabyte to 100 megabyte - cost 0.08$ per megabyte (after first free megabyte)
From 100 megabyte and above - cost 0.07$ per megabyte (after first free megabyte)
Program uses maximum from incoming and outcoming traffic by default. It is used in most Internet
cafes.
Select "Internet" filter and press "Prices":
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Until you didn't set any price it means free work using this filter (like for "Local network " filter).
Lets enter the described above tariff system. Press "Add price":

Press "Yes" and enter:

Press "OK":
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Press "Add price" button to add next tariff:

Enter cost per 1 megabyte as 0.09$ (9 cents), "when used from 0 megabytes to" - number 10.
Repeat the above action and add tariff from 10 to 100 megabytes (8 cents per megabyte):

And the final tariff (when using from 100 megabytes and above customer pays 0.07 cents per megabyte).
What number to enter in the field "when used from 100 megabytes to..."? Type any number higher 100,
for example, 101 or 1000:
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The following table was setup:

Line "From 100 to 1000 megabytes cost of 1 megabyte = 0.07 $" means that 7 cents cost any amount
of traffic higher 100 megabytes (but not up to 1000 megabytes). That exception works for the last tariff
line.
In case you cafe one cost per 1 megabyte of traffic, assume, 6 cents per 1 megabyte and there is no
free megabytes, the table should look like:
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I.e. this list contains only one line (and it is latest), so the meaning is: 6 cents per megabyte of traffic,
not depending on how much was downloaded (1 megabyte or more). Each megabyte cost 6 cents.
Round up payment settings work for network traffic billing too.
After setting up network filtering rules and billing, you have to send settings to client computers. Choose
"Settings, Traffic control:

Press "Send settings to client computers":
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Press "Send settings" and configuration will be sent to all client computer. Read messages about status
of sending in the window above buttons.
It is recommended for cafe owner to periodically check that all client computers have the network traffic
driver working and computers have the same rules (like on server computer). In order to do that, cafe
owner should press "Check settings". Once again, access to these functions is available only when all
computers are free and counter windows are closed. It is also recommended to deny changing filtering
rules in security settings.
In order to deny using client computers with traffic control, statistics can have records that client
computer was used with traffic control. To filter these messages use "Security" filter of "Statistics"
report. Ask operators why they allowed to use client computer without traffic control.

Working with enabled network traffic control
Working with enabled network traffic control is not different from the regular work, except that after
Stopping client session, operator will receive the window with payment details for spent network traffic,
for example:
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FAQ
This chapter describes working with program advices, frequently asked questions.
Select the desired chapter:
Advices
Frequently asked questions
Antivirus compatibility
Program diagnostics
Upgrading software

6.1

Advices
Operator name cache
When creating working shift, you enter its name, usually operator name who starts working shift:

Server program uses operator name cache, that means that after entering few characters you can use
arrow up, arrow down buttons to scroll the names known to program. Moreover program tries to guess
the known name using first characters. Once you've entered "Ruslan", program remembers it and next
time tries to complete at the start of typing:
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In this case it was enough to press "R" and program decided that operator name is "Ruslan". You can
accept the proposed name by selecting "Create work shift" or simply press "Enter".

Why you should watch for connection presence with client
computers
Internet cafe security is provided by controlling client computers by server program. Server program
should have a permanent connection with client computers. Connection with client computer is shown
as color square in each indicator of server program:

When it is green, there is a connection with client program, i.e. client computer is under control of server
computer. Normally it should be green (you are secure). It can be red in the following cases:
Client program (Client2.exe) didn't start on the client computer, it was erroneously configured or
disabled
Client computer is rebooting or switched off
For internet cafe owner, who came to audit the operators work, red color means that he is probably
deceived and he needs to perform the following actions: ask the reason at operator. It may be that
computer is simply don't work. It is possible that it is hang and being rebooted. Being rebooted can
mean the following. Operator allow someone to play without putting money into cash desk, by simply
disabling client program, taking customer money into his pocket. Operator observed cafe owner, initiated
computer reboot (after reboot, client program will start automatically) and quickly started working
session with server program. It is not hard to defeat this cheat. First, you should watch for the customer
occupying the computer with red indicator. It can be an operators friend. Remember him. If these reboots
will be at the same time as your audits - do you conclusion yourself. Second, pay attention to how many
minutes remaining by the end of customer session. There are low chances that customer paid exactly at
the time you came. In case indicator shows even number of minutes, like 60 and it was just paid for,
think, it could been quickly done, just before your visit. In case of cheat, operator friend could also have
quickly get up, press computer reset and went away. Pay attention, computers don't normally reboot by
themselves. Visit your cafe more often and watch for "Internet Cafe" program, it will help you to catch the
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cheats or other words to increase your profits.
After we've added "No link " column into the main report, cafe owner don't have to audit cafe so often as
report will show the total amount of time without connection and if it will be reasonably small, it is OK.
However, if it was 7 hours without connection (link), it is not OK, and operator probably hide the profit
from you.
Now from the point of view of operator. All indicators should be green. In case one of connection
indicators become red and client computer continues to work, find out the reason immediately. It is
possible that client program was disabled by local hacker who decided to break your computer instead
of simply play games or work in the Internet. Find the reason of disabled client program. It is not as easy
to disable it using CTRL-ALT-DEL. Enable client program and watch for that person. Remember, total
time without connection should have the reasonable duration, otherwise cafe owner can think about you
cheating him.
For that reason, operator should continuously watch for connection with all client computers and in case
of disconnect, restore it.
Connection indicator can be red with an exclamation mark on it. It means that client computer is
powered on, but client program is disabled. Cafe owner can also see it using the control via Internet
(exclamation mark to be painted before client computer numbers). Every 2 minutes, program does the
security note into statistics report "computer is work ing, but client program is disabled (no connection)".
For cafe owner it can be a sign of possible cheat by disabling client program.

Free of charge work control
It sometimes required to allow free of charge work with client computer. Cafe operators sometimes have
to configure client computer. Cafe owner can sometimes use the computer or his friends. In the "working
with indicators" chapter we've mentioned that for starting free work, you have to keep pressing SHIFT
button before selecting Start (or type asterix * before number of minutes). After that the reason of free of
charge work is requested. Indicator status is circled with red color:

The fact that indicator is circled with red color is very important flag that cafe owner should pay attention
to. Control via Internet has a separate column "free of charge" that is marked with "yes".
Total free of charge time is accounted as a separate column in main report.
Unfortunately, cafe owner can't always be sure that operator was "configuring computer" and not
cheated, sold game time and put money into his pocket. You can limit the amount of free time that
operator can use during working shift. It can be achieved in security settings:
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After exceeding the limit, operator will be unable to add free of charge time. Free of charge timer is
disabled automatically.

Time that was spent in timer mode (post-paid), sum of payment
Indicator has a field that shows the time spent in timer mode (post-paid). In the pre-paid mode it shows
the remaining time before end of customer session.:

In the timer mode, click by that number shows the sum to be paid by customer at the moment:
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In case customer was fined (assume 5 minutes for swearing with another customer), you can see the
fine amount:

Control for changing and invalidating operations by operators
Indicator menu allows to change or invalidate erroneous operation. Some operators mistakenly think that
using that function they can cheat. Lets describe some recommendations for cafe owner to avoid it.
1. Invalidating operation doesn't pass without trace. All the time passed since start of operation till
invalidate moment is accounted as free of charge and can be seen in the main report, "Free" column
2. When changing amount of minutes of operation, the auto-discount is not recalculated so it is better to
deny this possibility using security settings:
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3. Sometimes operators try to cheat by switching games/Internet mode. Assume customer came to
work one hour in Internet. Operator starts one hour of Internet work, customer works. Just a minute
before customer finishes, operator switches to games (like he did the error at the beginning) and get
the difference into his pocket. There are two solutions for that cheat. First, there is a special report
showing operation changes:
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This report focuses on changing operation from games to Internet (and vice versa, see comment
column), and the most important is amount of time passed since operation start and a moment when
operator decided to change it. In this case 64 minutes. In case operator is really did a mistake, he likely
to change it as soon as finds out it. It is usually up to 5 minutes from starting operation. When operator
changes it in one hour, it can be a sign of cheat. In this case 64 minutes can be a sign of cheat.
Another method against that progblem is deny switching games to Internet in security settings:
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Quick access to additional services (POS)
To have a quick access to additional services (POS) you don't have to choose computer number,
indicator menu, additional services. It is often customers visit your cafe to just print out few pages of
document without renting client computer time. You can bring up additional services dialog by simply
pressing F12 button. Or you can add a user button "additional services".
It is useful to add a number of character prefix, for example:
1. Cup of coffee
2. Hamburger
Just after the additional services dialog shows up, press "1" to select "cup of coffee" or "2" for
"Hamburger". Then simply entry amount and press "Enter".

How to deny returning the rest of payment
Some cafes don't return the rest of minutes that customer don't want to spend. To use that function, go
to security settings and type the "minimal sum of return of the rest of payment" as some big number
(like, 99999).
After that operator will be unable to return the rest.
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Left click on the green connection indicator shows up the remote computer functions:

--->
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Left click on the red indicator sends command for client computer to power on:

Right click on the green indicator shows the client computer remote desktop:

-->
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Logging critical errors of the program
Sometimes, because of error of setup, program doesn't start. It shows an error message that is not often
can be clear for users. Program additionally logs this error into czlog.txt file that is saved in the program
install directory.
You can send this file to us so we will recommend how to resolve your problem.
Continue to frequently asked questions.

6.2

FAQ
How to find out server computer LAN IP?
We will describe the simple way to look up server computer LAN IP address. Program requires this
address to be static. We are interested in exactly LAN IP (server computer can have several IP
addresses).
Press "Win+R", type cmd.exe and press "Enter". In the following window type "ipconfig /all"
and press "Enter":
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In our case IP address of LAN is 192.168.0.100. You should use it in client program setup as "server
IP".
How to make sure that this address is "static"?
Open: "Start->Control Panel->Network Connections". Right-click on the "Local Area Connection" icon.
Open the properties of this connection. Open the Internet Protocol (TCP / IP) properties. Look, if you
choose "Obtain an IP address automatically", you need to switch to "Use the following IP address" and
enter the IP address that will be used by the server's computer. Consult your network administrator if
something does not work or is not clear. Maybe you have it configured on a network router.
Our recommendation applies to computers with Windows XP installed, on other operating systems this
can be done in a similar way.

How to protect client computer from harmful actions of customers?
Customers of your cafe like to execute harmful software? They edit windows registry, delete important
files, change display settings? All cafe operators struggle of that problem. Sometimes, client computer
doesn't work. Sometimes, several programs (or games) stop working and you have to reinstall the
operation system as returning back the working environment is not possible. To resolve that problem and
increasing comfort of users, we've created "Shell" software. This program is not a part of Internet Cafe
software, i.e. separate software. Obligatory, pay attention to it. You can find it on the Internet: http://
astrumsoft.com/shell/en/ .

Locking keyboard and mouse doesn't work anywhere
The root cause of that problem is that some games directly access to input devices using non-standard
methods. There is no solution for that problem. However it is not as often.
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The only recommendation: remember such programs (if you find one) and when using it, hear the
reminder sound when time is out.

What will happen if I will reset the server computer or
there will be emergency power off?
Our software was implemented as robust and we've specifically foresee the case when computer power
will be suddenly off (or someone accidentally or on purpose did it). Program saves all changes whenever
possible, without keeping it in memory, so after powering computer on, operator can continue work from
the moment when computer crashed. It works in most of cases and program is pretty fault-tolerant.
Program database is not kept in one file, but duplicated that helps to keep its integrity (because of HDD
errors or changes that unfair operators tries to do).

How to hide the client program from task manager,
DEP disabling is required
Warning! Described below functionality is outdated and actual for Windows XP users only with
DEP disabled. Please don't use it for newer OS if you don't know what you are doing. There
are possible problems like program crashes (like, you can't use GARENA). We recommend to
disable Windows task manager instead.
Software includes the possibility to hide client program from task manager. Previously there was a
checkmark "Hide client program from task manager". As there were more problems when using it
thoughtlessly, the checkmark was removed and you have to create the file named obsoletexp32nodep-hide.cfg in the software install directory of client computer.
You also have to download the following file:
http://astrumsoft.com/compzal/noviruses/HookNTQSI.dll
And add it to the client program install directory (the same folder as Client2.exe), foe example:
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Internet Cafe\CLIENT\"
You have to do that for each client computer.
Enabling this function required to disable DEP (Data Execution Prevention). It is not required for very old
CPU's that don't support it, but those that support it, you MUST disable it.
In case of hiding client program when DEP is enabled, you can have a lot of problems:
accidental closing of desktop
unable to open task manager
accidental closing of programs complaining to DEP
GARENA games crashes
It is easy to disable DEP support for operating system:

Windows XP:
You have to edit boot.ini file and add: /noexecute=alwaysoff
The file usually located in the root of C: drive (c:\boot.ini). You can also have access to it by right
clicking "My Computer", "Properties", "Advanced", "Startup and Recovery", press "Settings". Then press
"Edit" in "System startup". The notepad will be open with boot.ini file ready to edit:
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For example:

Save the changes and obligatory reboot the computer.

Windows Vista:
Enter the following command:

And reboot the computer.
In order to do the above operations you have administrative priveleges.
Continue to "Antivirus software compatibility".

6.3

Antivirus software compatibility
Our software is developed in the most secure conditions, does not contain any viruses, trojan horses,
malware and other harmful substances. We carefully monitor what we put on the Internet. From time to
time, some antivirus programs complain about suspicious files and whole installation package. For
example, NOD32 antivirus considers the client program (Client2.exe) suspicious and deletes it. As a
result client computer stops working. We assure you, there are no viruses in it. Heuristic analyzers of
modern antiviruses are still not perfect and often complaining on clean programs. If your antivirus
suspects our software is a virus, put software installation folder to the exclusion of your antivirus.
While working with our software, you must also remember its compatibility with firewalls. For its normal
operation, software requires opening ports 850..853 TCP / UDP in both directions on the client
computers and the administrator's computer. In case of non-compliance with this requirement, some
functions may not be available. As in cases with antiviruses, you should put software executables
(ComputerZal.exe, Client2.exe) into the exception list of your firewall.
Before installing our software, we recommend you perform the steps to disable the anti-virus software,
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then install it, add install folder to the exception list, and only then re-enable them again.
Continue to "Program diagnostics":

6.4

Program diagnostics
Server program collects statistics of network connections quality between server and client programs. It
can be helpful to analyze problems of network devices, antivirus software that can block software:

First line shows two numbers "268 / 268" - total number of network packets received and number of
correct packets. Perfect network should
have second number closer to first. Then you can see number of client computers connected to server
program and "health" value "100%".
Next, for each client computer: ON or OFF, number of network packets that server program received
from it, number of disconnects, how
many percents of time client computer was actually connected to server program, "health" value.
In order to access diagnostics, in server program main window, press Settings, User buttons panel, Add,
Program diagnostics.
Continue to "Upgrading software".

6.5

Upgrading software
Our software is continuously improved and updated. New functions are added, errors are fixed. You are
strongly recommended to upgrade our software to new versions. Free updates are available one year
from purchasing our software. After that you can purchase prolonging the period of receiving new
versions for a year.
Many of our customers worry that they will break down settings and cafe operation will stop, they will
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have to setup everything again. That didn't happen before and new versions just add new functionality.
If you really worry about it, at the end of working shift, exit program, copy the software install program
somewhere (backup c:\program files x86\Internet Cafe), the update it.
Usually it is not required and the upgrade procedure look like:
Download new software
Installing it, simply overwrites old executable files and don't change any settings and your reports
Upgrading client programs
Lets review each step separately.

Download new software
Contact us and request sending new version of our software. Please send us email from the same
address you had used to purchase software.
Warning! Do not try to download and install demo version after purchasing full version. It can not be
converted to full version.

Install it
Assume you've downloaded new verison of our software. Typically its name is "4.33v-en.exe". Close all
windows of our software on server computer, exit program if it still works. Execute installer and it will
overwrite executable files, it will not change the settings and reports.

Upgrade client programs
Last step is upgrading client programs. Start server program, press "Function", "Client versions check ",
"Update software". It is usually enough to upgrade all client computer programs in a single click.
In case you receive error of updating DLL libraries like "offer.dll", don't worry, you likely don't have to
update them. In case you have to, reboot client computer and press "Update software" again. Worst
case you will have to disable client program, upgrade software manually (by overwriting old executables),
and enable it back.
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How to purchase full version
This chapter contains information for those who would like to purchase the full version of software.
Select the desired chapter:
Available versions
Full version ownder rights
How to purchase program?
Free Full Version limited offer
How to contact us?
License agreement

7.1

Available versions
Version 4.66 and 4.66v
There are two versions of Internet Cafe software: regular and voice. Voice version of the program
reminds about "time out", "5 minutes left" events using voice (it uses admin and/or client computer
speakers/headphones). Voice version of the program costs 10€ (EUR) more than regular. So, 4.00 is
regular version and 4.00v is voice.
The price on the program depends on the number of client computers (or game consoles) that you will
use. You can calculate program cost for your internet cafe using the table below:
Number of client computers
1-4
5-8
9 - 12
13 - 16
17 - 20
21 - 24
25 - 28
29 - 32
33 - 36
37 - 40
41 - 44
45 - 48

Regular version
free
110 (EUR)
126 (EUR)
141 (EUR)
155 (EUR)
168 (EUR)
180 (EUR)
191 (EUR)
201 (EUR)
210 (EUR)
218 (EUR)
224 (EUR)

Voice version
free
120 (EUR)
136 (EUR)
151 (EUR)
165 (EUR)
178 (EUR)
190 (EUR)
201 (EUR)
211 (EUR)
220 (EUR)
228 (EUR)
234 (EUR)

In case you cyber cafe has 4 client computers (or game consoles) only, you can use our software for
free, unlimited time. Version of program that uses up to 4 client computers called 'demo'. You can
download it here. Its functionality is exactly the same as in full version. Currently our software don't
support cafes with number of client computers more than 48. It is convenient to use demo version of the
program to study its functionality before purchasing.
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In case you would to use program in several cafes we will propose a discount.
Continue to full version owner rights.

7.2

Full version owner rights
Our customers are allowed to receive free updates of software during the year after purchase. Prolonging
the right of receiving new versions of software for an additional year costs 50% of current price. Upgrading
to a higher price version (more client computers or consoles) costs price difference plus 30 euro.
We are always trying to resolve any errors in our software quickly.
Continue to how to purchase program.

7.3

How to purchase program?
Please fill all the fields of purchase request form or contact us to receive payment details. After purchase
completed we will email you a download link to full version of software. Payment methods depend on
your geographical location. Most users prefer Western Union money transfer system.
It is possible to translate program interface into your language: we are sending you program resources
(text lines), you are translating them and receiving version of software in your language. It is even
possible to receive a copy of our software for a free after successful translation and assuring your
willness to translate future versions of software.
Warning! Program is under protection of international copyright law and is an intellectual property of
"AstrumSoft" company. Its director Ruslan Shcherbatyuk, author of "Internet Cafe" software.
Continue to "Free Full Version limited offer".

7.4

Free Full Version limited offer
In order to improve the quality of our software we would like to hire local experts in each country / region.
Rules:
Send us email (compzal@astrumsoft.com) with subject "local expert" specifying:
o Your full name
o City / Country
o Anything about yourself that should help us to choose between you and other candidates
o Number of computers in your cafe
Receive a free copy of full version of our software
At least once a week send us email describing your experience with our software, like:
o What you like or don’t like
o What we should improve
o What is not compatible with your region / laws etc
o Any troubles installing or using software
Be friendly to reply to our questions
How to contact us?
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How to contact us?
If you have any questions about program functionality, questions how to buy full version, ideas how to
improve our software - please contact us using the following requsites:
E-Mail: compzal@astrumsoft.com
WWW: http://astrumsoft.com/compzal/en/
Skype: ruslan.shcherbatyuk
Phones: Ruslan Shcherbatyuk, director
+380677431326 mobile, Viber, WhatsApp
Please prefer text messages to voice calls

(с) 2000-2019 AstrumSoft
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License agreement
"Internet Cafe" usage license agreement
This license agreement (hereinafter "agreement") is a legal document between you (an individual or a
legal entity) and the company "AstrumSoft" (hereinafter referred to as the company) in relation to the
above software product of the company (hereinafter "the program"), recorded on appropriate media, any
printed materials and any "built-in" or "electronic" documentation. By installing, copying or otherwise
using the program, you thereby accept the terms of this agreement. If you do not accept the terms of
this agreement, then you do not have the right to use the program.
The program is protected by laws and international copyright agreements.
1. VOLUME OF LICENSE. This agreement gives you the following rights.
Use and copy. The company grants you the right to use as many copies of the program that
corresponds to the number of legally acquired copies of the program available to you. It is allowed to
create copies of the program and use them on all computers on which a legally acquired copy of the
program is installed. It is also permitted to make copies of the program for archiving and backup
purposes.
2. LIMITATIONS.
- You should save or play all copyright notices on all copies of the program.
- It is forbidden to transfer the program to third parties.
- It is forbidden to open the technology and decompile the program except in the case and only to the
extent that such actions are explicitly permitted by the current legislation, despite the existence of this
restriction in the license agreement.
- It is prohibited to provide the program for temporary use.
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- The use of the program should be in accordance with applicable law.
3. TERMINATION OF THE AGREEMENT. All rights granted to you in relation to this program
automatically disappear when the license agreement for the use of the program ceases, or if the
company terminates this agreement (without prejudice to any of its rights) if the terms and conditions of
this agreement are not respected. Upon termination of the agreement, you must destroy all copies of the
program available to you.
4. COPYRIGHT. All property rights and copyrights to the program and in relation to it belong to the
company. All rights of ownership and copyrights to the content part and in relation to it, access to which
the program provides, belong to the copyright holder for this content and are protected by laws and
international copyright agreements. This agreement does not grant you any rights to access the content
part.
5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY USE OF THE PROGRAM.
THIS PROGRAM IS INTENDED FOR USE ONLY UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF MICROSOFT 32/64
BIT OPERATING SYSTEMS. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE
COMPANY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO MERCHANTABILITY, UNAUTHORIZED OR APPLICABLE FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
GUARANTEED ONLY ATTENTION BY THE PARTIES OF THE COMPANY TO THE NEGATIVE
STATEMENT IN THE WORK OF THE PROGRAM AND THE DESIRE TO REMOVE THEM.
6. DISCLAIMER OF CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE COMPANY DISCLAIMS be
liable for any specific, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR RELATED DAMAGES (which includes,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE TYPES OF DAMAGES: LOSS OF PROFITS, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION OF BUSINESS, LOSS OF IMPORTANT INFORMATION OR ANY OTHER DAMAGES)
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR THE INABILITY TO USE THIS PROGRAM, EVEN IF THE
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE COMPANY HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.
7. LIMITATION OF THE LIABILITY. ALL POSSIBLE COMPREHENSIVE LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY
WHETHER RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGE TO THE USER UNDER THIS AGREEMENT CAN NOT
EXCEED THE SUM OF EQUIVALENT TO 1 USD.
This agreement is made in accordance with the legislation of Ukraine.
On all issues related to the distribution, installation and use of the program, as well as under this
agreement, you can contact the company's representative via e-mail: compzal@astrumsoft.com.
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Technical support
Any troubles when installing demo version?
You have a question about program, can't understand something?
You found an error in program?
You have ideas how to make the software better?
You would like to purchase the full version of software?
Please, contact us and we give you support as fast as we can!
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